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Abstract 

  

Although the solid state is typically characterised by inherent periodicity, many 

interesting physical and chemical properties of solids arise from a variation in this, i.e., 

changes in the nature of the atom occupying a particular site in a crystal structure or 

variation in the position of an atom (or group of atoms) in different parts of a structure, or 

variation as a function of time. This lack of long-range order poses significant challenges, 

not just for the characterisation of the structure of disordered materials, but also simply for 

its description. The sensitivity of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy to the 

local, atomic-scale environment, without the requirement for long-range order, makes it a 

powerful tool for the study of disorder in the solid state. Information on the number and 

type(s) of coordinating atoms or through-space and through-bond connectivity between 

atomic species enables the construction of a detailed picture of the structure. After a brief 

description of the background theory of NMR spectroscopy, and the experimental 

methods employed, we will describe the effects of disorder on NMR spectra and the use of 

calculations to help interpret experimental measurements. We will then review a range of 

applications to different types of disordered materials, including oxides and ceramics, 

minerals, porous materials, biomaterials, energy materials, pharmaceuticals, polymers and 

glasses. We will discuss the most successful approaches for studying different materials, 

and illustrate the type of information available and the structural insight gained. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Although the solid state is typically characterised by long-range order or periodicity, 

many of the more interesting physical and chemical properties of solids arise from a 

variation in this, i.e., from some form of disorder. Variations in composition or atomic 

positions can lead to significant changes in the properties of a material, e.g., increasing 

ionic or electrical conductivity, improving chemical, mechanical or thermal stability or 

enabling ferroelectric or magnetic behaviour. The sensitivity of many properties to even 

very small changes in composition or structure, enables a system to be “tuned” to obtain 

the desired behaviour under specific conditions, providing a variety of applications of 

disordered materials in the energy arena, in the electronics industry, for construction, as 

catalysts, for waste storage and in the pharmaceutical industry.  

 

 The characterisation of solid-state structure is typically dominated by methods 

based on Bragg diffraction. For ideal solids (such as that shown schematically in Figure 

1a), the long-range order in both atomic positions and site occupancies enables diffraction 

to produce a complete and accurate structure solution from single-crystal measurements 

or, in some cases, from powder data. However, any variation in periodicity hinders this 

procedure, with diffraction then able only to provide information on the “average” 

structure. For example, Figure 1b shows a schematic crystal structure where the 

periodicity of the atomic positions is retained, but the atom occupying one of the 

crystallographic sites varies. In this case of compositional disorder, it is typical for a 

structure refinement to determine the atomic coordinates precisely, but to define a site as 

having a fractional occupancy, e.g., B0.5C0.5 for the second atom in Figure 1b. While this 

nomenclature indicates that two atom types are found at a particular site in the structure, 

it does not provide any information on how the two might be distributed over these sites – 

whether this distribution is random, or whether any clustering or preferred avoidance 

occurs. In other cases, as shown schematically in Figure 1c, the position of atoms or groups 

of atoms (e.g., OH–, H2O, F–, etc.,) varies, resulting in positional or topological disorder. 

This can also be described by fractional occupancies, now formally between an atom and a 
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vacancy. For example, in Figure 1c the A sites have a fractional occupancy of 0.75 

(indicating each is vacant in 25% of cases). However, some caution is needed here as, more 

generally, it is not clear from a fractional occupancy whether a site is occupied in 25% of 

the material (as in Figure 1c) or for 25% of the time, i.e., a dynamic rather than a static 

disorder. Significant positional variation (be it static or dynamic) may result in atoms or 

molecules not being located at all in the structure solution. This is often the case for water 

or solvent molecules in pharmaceuticals, minerals or microporous materials. In addition to 

fractional occupancies, it may be that variations in local geometry, i.e., bond distances and 

bond angles are present in a material. As this becomes more significant, the definition of a 

“crystal structure” becomes less clear, posing significant challenges for diffraction-based 

approaches. This is the case for amorphous materials, such as glasses, as shown in Figure 

1d, where specific “sites” can no longer be defined and, while the local geometry around a 

type of atom is often very similar, the long-range structure is now very different.  

 

As the level and nature of disorder increases, Bragg diffraction (and perhaps even 

the idea of “the crystal structure” itself) becomes less useful. In order to fully describe the 

structure of a disordered solid it is necessary to consider not only any periodic aspects of 

the structure that are retained, but also the changes in local geometry, e.g., the number and 

type of coordinating atoms, the nature of species on the next nearest neighbour (NNN) 

sites and the variation in the bonding geometry. In this respect, nuclear magnetic 

resonance (NMR) spectroscopy provides an ideal (and complementary) tool, with the 

chemical shift a very sensitive probe of small changes in the local environment, and 

couplings between nuclear spins (both through bond and through space) able to provide 

information on covalent bonding and spatial proximities.[1] This has resulted in NMR 

spectroscopy becoming one of the most widely-used analytical tools in the chemical 

sciences, with widespread applications in many fields. However, unlike their solution-

state counterparts, NMR spectra of solids often contain broad and featureless lineshapes 

as a result of the anisotropic (i.e., orientation-dependent) nature of the interactions that 

affect the nuclear spins – interactions that are averaged in solution by the rapid tumbling 

motion.[2-4] There are a number of approaches for removing anisotropic broadening and 
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improving resolution, some involving physical manipulation of the sample, such as 

magic-angle spinning (MAS),[5] others just a manipulation of the nuclear spins, such as 

decoupling. The spectra of nuclei with higher spin quantum number (i.e., I > 1/2) are also 

affected by an interaction with the electric field gradient (the quadrupolar interaction), 

resulting in a broadening that cannot be removed by MAS and more complex techniques 

are required to obtain high-resolution spectra.[1,6-8]  

 

Even when high-resolution approaches are used, solid-state NMR spectra may still 

contain complicated or overlapped spectral lineshapes, particularly as the structural 

complexity and/or level of disorder in a material increases. This hinders resolution, and it 

can be difficult both to assign the spectral resonances and to extract accurately the 

structural information available. In general, NMR spectra of solids are more complicated 

than those from solution-state experiments as the crystal packing in a solid produces not 

only chemically- but also crystallographically-distinct species. Although, for molecular 

solids, some insight can be gained through comparison to solution-state NMR spectra, this 

does not help assign resonances from sites rendered inequivalent only by the packing, 

which have very similar chemical environments and, therefore, very similar NMR 

parameters. For many extended inorganic solids there is no molecular solution-state 

counterpart to provide insight, and typically a range of less commonly-studied nuclear 

species are investigated (many of which have inherently low natural abundance or low 

sensitivity) and with, often, relatively little information in the literature to aid spectral 

interpretation. Additional information can be obtained by measuring the magnitude of the 

NMR parameters (both isotropic and anisotropic) although, in the latter case, this can 

require recoupling (i.e., a selective reintroduction of interactions removed by techniques 

such as MAS), or by the use of experiments that transfer magnetisation between nuclear 

spins, providing information on through-bond and through-space interactions.  

 

The challenge in assigning and interpreting solid-state NMR spectra (and directly 

producing a similar sort of structural picture to that available from diffraction) has 

resulted in recent years in growing interest in the use of first-principles calculations to 
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predict NMR parameters for a structure or structural model.[9-11] Although well 

established for molecular systems, with a variety of codes available, such approaches have 

only become widespread in the solid-state NMR community since the advent of 

approaches able to calculate NMR parameters for periodic systems, i.e., exploiting the 

inherent transitional symmetry of the solid state.[12] For ordered crystalline solids, 

calculations can be used to assign well-defined spectral resonances, to confirm unexpected 

NMR parameters, or to predict the magnitude of parameters that are difficult to extract 

experimentally (including anisotropic interactions or tensor orientations), in many cases 

guiding experimental measurements or analytical fitting procedures. Calculations often 

play a vital role in the emerging field of NMR crystallography (the use of NMR 

spectroscopy, often in combination with diffraction experiments, to solve or refine 

structures).[13,14] For disordered materials, the computational challenge is much greater, 

with the deviation from periodicity often requiring a large number of different 

calculations to be performed and/or larger supercells employed. However, the ability to 

predict NMR parameters for species with varying local and long-range environments 

provides insight into the interpretation of the complex spectral lineshapes and important 

information about the local structural environments present.  

 

In this review, we will discuss the use of solid-state NMR spectroscopy to 

investigate the structure of disordered materials. After a brief description of the 

background theory and the experimental methods employed, we will describe the effects 

of disorder on NMR spectra and the use of calculations to help interpret experimental 

measurements. We will then review a range of applications to different types of 

disordered materials, including oxides and ceramics, minerals, porous materials, 

biomaterials, energy materials, pharmaceuticals, polymers and glasses. Clearly, this 

cannot be a comprehensive review of each area, but we hope to discuss the most 

important considerations and most successful approaches for different materials, and to 

illustrate the type of information available and the insight gained by discussing some 

selected case studies in more detail. For further information on each area, readers are 

referred to the more comprehensive reviews highlighted in later sections.  
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2. Basics of Solid-State NMR 

 

2.1 Magnetisation and Pulses 

NMR spectroscopy is concerned with the interaction of electromagnetic radiation with the 

intrinsic magnetic moments of nuclei. The nuclear magnetism arises from the quantum-

mechanical nuclear spin, I, (where the bold typeface represents a vector quantity) 

described by the quantum number, I. As I arises from the combined spins of the protons 

and neutrons (both of which have I = 1/2), I may take any integer or half-integer value. 

The nuclear magnetic moment, µ , is given by  

 µ   =  γ I  , 1 

where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, characteristic of a given nuclide. As shown in Figure 2a, 

in an external magnetic field, B0, (magnitude B0), the magnetic moments are quantised 

along the field direction (by definition the z axis) in units of ħ, with 

 µz  =  γ mI ħ  , 2 

where mI is the magnetic quantum number, which can take any integer or half-integer 

value between –I and +I. The energy of each spin state (the Zeeman energy) is given by –

 µzB0 and the energy difference, ΔE, between two states is, therefore, 

 ΔE  =  ΔmI γ ħ B0  . 3 

As only single-quantum transitions (ΔmI = ±1) are allowed by the NMR selection rules, all 

observable transitions occur with ΔE = γ ħ B0, corresponding to a frequency (termed the 

Larmor frequency) of ω0 = – γ B0 in rad s–1 or ν0 = ω0/2π in Hz. Typical B0 fields used range 

from 4 to 24 T, giving rise to Larmor frequencies corresponding to the radiofrequency (rf) 

region of the spectrum, on the order of ~5-1000 MHz.  

 

In a macroscopic ensemble of spins, the Zeeman states are populated according to a 

Boltzmann distribution, with 

 
  

NmI+1

NmI

 =  e–γ  ! B0 kBT   , 4 
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where N is the population of the corresponding mI state, kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T 

is the absolute temperature. For I = 1/2 nuclei, the population difference between the two 

spin states (mI = ±1/2) gives rise to a bulk magnetisation, M, which can be considered as 

the observable in an NMR experiment, as shown in Figure 2. As the population difference 

is typically on the order of a few spins in 105 to 107, M is very small and NMR 

spectroscopy is inherently insensitive, leading to considerable interest in approaches for 

improving sensitivity in many aspects of the technique. At thermal equilibrium, M is 

aligned along z and precesses about this axis with frequency, ω0. The magnetisation can be 

manipulated by the application of short bursts of rf irradiation, or “pulses” with 

frequency, ωrf ≈ ω0. The effect of a pulse is most easily considered in the rotating frame – a 

coordinate system in which the z axis remains aligned with the laboratory z axis (defined 

by B0) and the xy plane rotates about the z axis at ωrf. In this rotating frame, and as shown 

in Figure 2b, the pulse appears as a static field, B1, (magnitude B1), in the xy plane and M 

now precesses about z at an offset frequency,  Ω, where 

 Ω  =  ω0 – ωrf  , 5 

which then implies an effective field along z of 

 Beff  =  Ω/ γ  . 6 

When a pulse is applied “on resonance” ωrf = ω0, Beff = 0 and M nutates about B1 at a 

frequency 

 ω1  =  – γ B1  . 7 

Over the duration of the pulse, τp, M will nutate through a “flip angle”, 

 β  =  ω1 τp  . 8 

Once the B1 field is removed, M will again precess about z at frequency Ω, but now has a 

component in the xy plane. Over time, M will return to equilibrium through spin-lattice or 

longitudinal relaxation, described by the time constant, T1, typically on the order of 

seconds to hours for solids. In addition, the magnetisation in the xy plane will “dephase” 

through spin-spin or transverse relaxation processes, described by the time constant, T2. 

For solids, the apparent transverse relaxation (often termed T2*)[15] is generally much 

faster than the longitudinal relaxation, and is typically on the ms timescale.  
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The precession of M in the xy plane is recorded as the complex time-domain signal, 

S(t), or free induction decay (FID), as shown in Figure 2c, where the acquisition of both 

real and imaginary components (or “quadrature detection”) by two detector coils allows 

the sense of precession to be determined. Assuming T1 ≫ T2, the FID can be written as 

  S t( )  =  ei  Ω  t  e–t  T2   ,  9 

and Fourier transform yields the frequency-domain spectrum, S(ω), the real component of 

which is an absorptive Lorentzian function centred at Ω and with a full width at half 

height of 1/πT2, as shown in Figure 2. As stated above, NMR spectroscopy is inherently 

insensitive and, consequently, the signal in the FID is generally accompanied by a large 

amount of electronic noise. This can be overcome by “signal averaging”, where N FIDs are 

coadded with a “recycle interval” between successive acquisitions to allow magnetisation 

to return to equilibrium. As the signal increases linearly with N, whereas the random 

noise accumulates with √N, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) increases as √N. The return of 

the z component of M, Mz, to thermal equilibrium is given by 

  Mz t( )  =  M0 1 –  e–t T1( )   , 10 

meaning that equilibrium (Mz(t) > 0.99 M0) is only achieved at t ≈ 5 T1. As a consequence, 

NMR experiments can be very time consuming for nuclei with low sensitivity or slow 

longitudinal relaxation. 

 

2.2 Internal Interactions 

Much of the practical value of NMR spectroscopy comes from the fact that nuclear 

magnetic moments interact not just with the external magnetic field, but also with their 

local surroundings (i.e., other nuclear spins, electrons and electric field gradients).[2-4] 

These interactions alter the resonant frequency of the nucleus (generally by a few Hz to 

tens of kHz, compared to the 10-800 MHz Larmor frequency), making NMR spectroscopy 

an exquisitely sensitive probe of not just which nuclei are present in the material, but where 

exactly they are with respect to their surroundings. One of these interactions, the chemical 

shielding, arises from the motion of electrons in orbitals near the nucleus.[16] This motion 

creates a small magnetic field, B’, which always opposes B0 in a free atom, but can oppose 

or augment B0 in molecules and solids. The field at the nucleus is, therefore, given by 
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 B  =  B0 – B’  =  B0 (1 – σ)  , 11 

where σ is the field-independent shielding constant. It is practically challenging to 

measure the absolute value of σ and, instead, the chemical shift, δ, of an observed 

frequency, ωobs, is generally quoted relative to a reference, ωref, with 

 δ  =  106 × (ωobs – ωref) / ωref  , 12 

where the factor of 106 accounts for the fact that δ is normally quoted as parts per million 

(ppm). As the sign of δ is opposite to that of σ, δ describes a deshielding scale. In solution, 

rapid molecular tumbling means that an average, or isotropic, chemical shift, δiso, is 

observed, whereas such motion is absent for (most) solids and δ is anisotropic, described 

by a second-rank tensor, δ . In the principal axis system (PAS), δPAS is diagonal, with 

principal components δ11, δ22 and δ33, with |δ11 – δiso| ≥ |δ33 – δiso| ≥ |δ22 – δiso| in the 

Haeberlen notation[17] (other notations are also commonly used – see Ref. [17] for details). 

The isotropic shift is given by 

 δiso  =  Tr {δ}  =   (δ11 + δ22 + δ33) / 3  , 13 

the anisotropy of the tensor, ΔCS, is defined as 

 ΔCS  =  δ33 – δiso  , 14 

and the asymmetry by 

 ηCS  =  (δ22 – δ11) / ΔCS  , 15 

such that 0 ≤ ηCS ≤ 1. The observed chemical shift is given by 

 δ  =  δiso + (ΔCS/2) [(3 cos2θ – 1) + ηCS (sin2θ cos2φ)]  , 16 

where the polar angles, θ and φ, describe the orientation of δ  relative to the laboratory 

frame. This chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) gives an orientation-dependent resonance for 

a single crystallite, and a characteristic powder-pattern lineshape, whose width depends 

on ΔCS and whose shape depends on ηCS, as shown in Figure 3a. In an alternative 

formalism,[17] the anisotropy can also be described in terms of the span 

 Ω  =  δ11 – δ33  , 17 

a measure of the magnitude, and the skew  

 κ  =  3(δ22 – δiso)/Ω  , 18 

such that –1 ≤ κ ≤ +1.  
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Nuclear spins can also interact with each other, either via the through-space dipolar 

coupling, or the electron-mediated J (or “scalar”) coupling.[18] In the PAS, the dipolar 

interaction tensor, DPAS, is traceless (i.e., there is no “isotropic dipolar shift”) and axially 

symmetric (ηD = 0). The dipolar coupling between two spins, I and S, separated by a 

distance, rIS, gives rise to a splitting of 

 ( ) =   20 I S
D IS3

IS

h 1
3 cos – 1

4 r 2
µ γ γω θ
π

  , 19 

where θIS is the angle between the internuclear vector and B0. For a given I/S spin pair, the 

only variable in Equation 19 is rIS, making the dipolar coupling, in principle, a very 

sensitive measure of internuclear distances in solids. For isolated (I = S = 1/2) spin pairs in 

a powdered sample, the dipolar coupling gives rise to a “Pake doublet”, as shown in 

Figure 3b. Such cases are rare and in reality a nucleus will generally experience multiple 

dipolar couplings of different magnitudes, leading to a more Gaussian-like lineshape, 

shown in Figure 3c. 

 

The scalar coupling occurs as nuclear spins can polarise nearby electrons (typically 

in bonds), which then transfer this polarisation to other nearby nuclei. In solution, the 

scalar coupling leads to an isotropic splitting characteristic of the number and spin 

quantum number of the coupled nuclei, as shown in Figures 3d and 3e. The magnitude of 

the scalar coupling constant, J, typically decreases with the number of bonds through 

which the coupling occurs, in principle allowing the scalar coupling interaction to be used 

to probe through-bond connectivity. However, as J rarely exceeds a few hundred Hz, the 

effects of the scalar coupling are often masked by other internal interactions in solids, and 

coupling patterns are rarely resolved. While J is technically a tensor quantity, giving rise to 

an anisotropic broadening as well as an isotropic splitting, only the isotropic splitting is 

generally considered as the anisotropy is sufficiently small as to be negligible under most 

common experimental conditions (as discussed below). 

 

In addition to the interactions discussed above, nuclei with I > 1/2 possess a 

nuclear electric quadrupole moment, eQ, which interacts with an electric field gradient 
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(EFG), described by the tensor, V.[6-8,19] In its PAS, VPAS is diagonal and traceless, with 

components |Vzz| ≥ |Vyy| ≥ |Vxx|. The interaction of eQ with V is described by its 

magnitude, the quadrupolar coupling constant, 

 CQ  =  e Q Vzz/h  , 20 

and asymmetry, 

 ηQ  =  (Vxx – Vyy) / Vzz  , 21 

with 0 ≤ ηQ ≤ 1. The quadrupolar product, PQ, can also be defined as  

 PQ  =  CQ (1 + (ηQ
2/3))1/2  , 22 

giving CQ ≤ PQ ≤ 1.155 CQ. When the EFG at the nucleus is zero, all single-quantum (ΔmI = 

±1) transitions occur at ω0. The effect of a small EFG can be considered as a first-order 

perturbation of the energy levels (shown for the case of I = 3/2 in Figure 4a), with 

 ωQ  =  (ωQ
PAS/2) (3 cos2 β – 1 + ηQ sin2β cos 2γ)  , 23 

where β and γ are two of the Euler angles relating the PAS to the lab frame and (in rad s–1) 

 ωQ
PAS  =  3π CQ/2I (2I – 1)  . 24 

For half-integer spins, the first-order perturbation leads to a differentiation between the 

central transition (CT, mI = +1 ↔ mI = –1) and the other single-quantum “satellite” 

transitions (STs) and, for a powdered sample, the CT occurs as a sharp line at ω0 (i.e., 

unaffected by the quadrupolar interaction), whereas the STs are broadened into Pake 

doublets, as shown in Figure 4b. Although they cannot be observed directly, it should be 

noted that the symmetrical multiple-quantum (MQ) transitions (ΔmI = +n ↔ ΔmI = –n) are 

also unaffected by the first-order perturbation. The influence of a larger EFG can be 

considered as a second-order perturbation of the Zeeman energy levels, as discussed 

further in Refs. [6-8, 19]. The second-order perturbation affects all transitions, with the STs 

broadened typically over several MHz and the CT shifted from ω0 by an isotropic 

quadrupolar shift, δQ, and broadened, typically by 1-10 kHz. In such cases, only the CT is 

observed, with its width proportional to CQ and a characteristic shape dependent on ηQ, as 

shown in Figure 4c. The magnitude of the second-order quadrupolar interaction is 

proportional to (ωQ
2/ω0), and so decreases with increasing B0 field. For nuclei with integer 

spin quantum number, there is no CT and all single-quantum transitions are 

anisotropically broadened by the first-order quadrupolar interaction, as shown in Figure 
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4d for I = 1. However, the symmetrical multiple-quantum transitions (ΔmI = +n ↔ ΔmI = –

n) are unaffected to first order. 

 

In addition to all of the interactions described above, when unpaired electrons are 

present, these may also affect the isotropic shifts and anisotropic broadening of 

resonances.[20,21] As electrons have spin I = 1/2 and a gyromagnetic ratio ~660 times 

greater than 1H, through-bond and through-space interactions with unpaired electrons can 

be large and long range. The through-bond interaction is mechanistically analogous to the 

scalar coupling, but termed the hyperfine/transferred hyperfine interaction, with a 

coupling constant, A/ħ, usually on the order of MHz. However, as the electronic 

relaxation is many orders of magnitude more rapid than nuclear relaxation, the nuclei 

experience only a thermally-averaged electronic spin state (rather than discrete α and β 

spins), leading to a temperature-dependent isotropic shift rather than a splitting. The 

through-space pseudocontact interaction is mechanistically similar to the internuclear 

dipolar interaction, except that the electron spins are again thermally averaged, leading to 

a small isotropic shift in addition to the anisotropic broadening. Where present, the 

hyperfine coupling tends to dominate (with shifts of many hundreds or thousands of ppm 

possible) but both interactions are generally described by a single “paramagnetic shift 

anisotropy” (PSA) tensor, analogous to the CSA.[21] The rapid electronic relaxation can 

also induce very rapid nuclear T1 and T2 relaxation, often several orders of magnitude 

faster than in analogous diamagnetic materials. However, the precise effects of the 

unpaired electrons will depend strongly on the types of bonding present and the 

distribution of the paramagnetic centres within a material. 

 

From the above discussion, it can be seen that an NMR spectrum of a material will 

contain a wealth of information: the number of resonances corresponds to the number of 

magnetically-distinct species (arising from chemical or crystallographic inequivalence), 

peak integrals should correspond to site populations, the anisotropic broadening contains 

information on point symmetry, the dipolar coupling can (in principle) be used to measure 

distances and the scalar coupling can provide valuable information about the bonding 
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network present.[2-4] However, in general, all of this information is present 

simultaneously and, in most cases, the isotropic part of an interaction is much smaller than 

the anisotropic part. Therefore, when multiple resonances are present, their width tends to 

exceed their separation, leading to broadened and overlapped lineshapes that can often be 

very challenging to interpret, even for perfectly crystalline and ordered materials. 

 

3. Experimental Methodology 

 

From Section 2, it is clear that NMR spectra of solids suffer from two inherent problems – 

low resolution and sensitivity – and many experimental approaches have been developed 

to overcome these. The resolution obtained from solution-state NMR spectroscopy is 

much greater than for solids, as the rapid isotropic molecular tumbling present leads to an 

effective averaging of the anisotropic interactions to their isotropic values. Such motion is 

not generally present in solids, but can be mimicked using the technique of magic angle 

spinning (MAS),[5] shown schematically in Figure 5a. In a MAS experiment, the sample is 

packed into a holder, or rotor, oriented at the “magic” angle of θm = 54.736° to the z axis, 

and then rapidly rotated. If the rotation is sufficiently rapid (rotation rates up to at up to 

~111 kHz are available using commercial hardware), MAS achieves the same average 

orientation (θ = 54.736°) for every crystallite, such that terms with an orientation 

dependence of (1/2)(3cos2θ – 1), i.e., the chemical shift, dipolar and J couplings and the 

first-order quadrupolar interaction, are averaged to their isotropic values (0 for the dipolar 

and quadrupolar couplings, δiso for the chemical shift and J for the J coupling), as seen in 

Figure 5b.[2-4] If the MAS rate, ωR, is “slow” compared to the magnitude of the interaction 

to be removed, the powder-pattern lineshape is broken into a series of spinning sidebands 

(as seen in Figure 5b), separated by integer multiples of ωR, with intensities related to the 

static lineshape.[22] MAS is routinely used to enhance resolution, and has the added 

advantage that the spectral intensity is focused into narrow isotropic resonances (and 

sidebands), also aiding sensitivity. 
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For quadrupolar nuclei, MAS is capable (in principle) of removing the first-order 

anisotropic quadrupolar broadening, although the magnitude of this interaction typically 

means that the ST are observed as a series of sharp spinning sidebands spanning 

hundreds of kHz.[2,3,6] However, MAS while narrowing the lineshape is unable to 

completely remove the second-order anisotropic quadrupolar broadening of the CT, 

owing to its more complex angular dependence. It is not possible to remove the second-

order quadrupolar broadening by spinning around a single angle, but it is possible to 

achieve this by spinning at two angles simultaneously, as performed in the double 

rotation (DOR) approach.[2,23] In DOR, a sample is rotated at an angle of 30.56° in a rotor 

that is held within a second rotor, inclined at 54.74°, using a specialist probe. However, the 

technical challenges of achieving stable spinning at two angles, and the diameter of the 

large outer rotor restrict the maximum rotation rate of the inner rotor to ~2 kHz and DOR 

spectra are often cluttered by spinning sidebands. Alternative methods, combining 

multiple-pulse sequences and standard probe hardware to achieve high resolution, are 

discussed below.  

 

Heteronuclear spin-spin interactions (i.e., dipolar and scalar couplings) can be 

removed by decoupling,[2,3,24] the simplest form of which involves observing the FID for 

one spin, I, while continuously irradiating the coupled spin, S. Such continuous-wave 

(CW) decoupling induces continuous transitions of the S spins, such that the average 

coupling is zero. However, when the MAS rate is rapid, or the S spins experience large 

anisotropic interactions (e.g., CSA or quadrupolar), more efficient decoupling sequences 

may be required, and many of these have been developed (with a greater or lesser degree 

of transferability between different systems). Decoupling of homonuclear 

couplings[2,3,25] is particularly challenging, as it involves the simultaneous irradiation 

and observation of the same spin. This is usually achieved by a complex “windowed” 

sequence, in which multiple pulses are applied to periodically refocus the homonuclear 

interactions to zero, with a data point recorded each time this occurs. Combining this with 

MAS (combined rotation and multiple pulse spectroscopy, or CRAMPS)[26] also requires 
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many of the timings in the sequence to be synchronised with the sample rotation, 

imposing stringent requirements for experimental implementation. 

 

In many cases, once a high-resolution spectrum has been achieved, it is desirable to 

reintroduce an interaction in a selective and controlled manner, such that its effect can be 

observed in the spectrum or it can be measured indirectly. A range of experiments have 

been developed to reintroduce the dipolar interaction (for the measurement of direct 

measurement of interatomic distances) and the CSA.[2,3,27-30] Information can also be 

obtained by transferring magnetisation between nuclear spins, typically measured using 

two-dimensional spectra.[31,32] A general two-dimensional experiment comprises four 

parts: preparation, evolution, mixing and detection. Preparation involves excitation of the 

first spin (or spins), via a pulse or series of pulses, with the magnetisation then allowed to 

evolve in a subsequent period of time (or time intervals and pulses), termed t1. In the 

mixing stage, magnetisation is transferred between either heteronuclear or homonuclear 

spins. Finally, in the detection period, t2, the signal (i.e., FID) is recorded. The intensity of 

the signal recorded in t2 is modulated by any evolution of the magnetisation in t1 and, 

therefore, by recording a series of one-dimensional FIDs for systematically increasing 

values of t1, it is possible to construct a two-dimensional dataset with “direct” (t2) and 

“indirect” (t1) dimensions. For nuclei with I = 1/2, two-dimensional experiments are most 

commonly used to transfer magnetisation between nuclei (generally termed “correlation 

experiments”) to determine the spatial (if the transfer is via the dipolar coupling) or 

covalent (if the transfer is via the scalar coupling) connectivity of a material. Two-

dimensional experiments can also be used to reintroduce interactions such as the CSA or 

scalar coupling in the indirect dimension (see above), allowing their accurate 

measurement where this is not possible from the MAS spectrum.[27, 29, 33] 

 

For quadrupolar nuclei, the most popular two-dimensional experiment by far is the 

multiple-quantum (MQ) MAS experiment,[6,34] in which (after appropriate processing) 

the indirect dimension contains an isotropic spectrum with no contribution from the first- 

or second-order anisotropic quadrupolar broadening (i.e., a high-resolution spectrum) and 
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the direct dimension contains MAS lineshapes from which the quadrupolar interaction 

parameters can be determined, as shown in Figure 5c. The experiment does not involve 

the transfer of magnetisation between spins, as discussed above, but rather the correlation 

of different transitions within the spin system, with the aim of removing completely the 

second-order quadrupolar interaction. However, MQMAS suffers from poor sensitivity, 

owing to the use of a formally “forbidden” multiple-quantum transition. While much 

effort has been devoted to developing pulse schemes[35-37] to improve the sensitivity of 

the experiment, the related satellite transition (ST) MAS experiment[6,38,39] offers much 

higher inherent sensitivity (owing to the use of only allowed single-quantum transitions 

throughout the experiment), albeit at the cost of a more exacting experimental setup in 

terms of MAS stability and the precision of the magic angle setting. Both experiments are, 

however, typically preferred to the one-dimensional DOR technique discussed above, as 

there is no need for specialist hardware. The vast majority of the two-dimensional 

magnetisation transfer experiments used for I = 1/2 nuclei can also be applied to 

quadrupolar nuclei.[2,6,27] This will result in a broadened lineshape for the quadrupolar 

nucleus unless an initial MQ filtration step is applied in order to achieve high resolution. 

 

In addition to issues with resolution, another major challenge facing solid-state 

NMR experiments is the inherently poor sensitivity. This arises not only from the low 

Boltzmann population differences at or near room temperature, but also from either the 

dilution of NMR-active isotopes (e.g., the only NMR-active isotopes of the two ubiquitous 

elements, C and O, 13C and 17O have natural abundances of just 1.07% and 0.037%, 

respectively). It is possible to enhance the spin polarisation either by transfer from a 

nearby nucleus with higher polarisation (and, typically, higher abundance) such as 1H or 
19F using the cross polarisation (CP) experiment.[40,41] In a CP experiment, an initial 90° 

pulse creates transverse magnetisation on the I spins, and this is transferred to the S spins 

(through the dipolar coupling between them) by simultaneous irradiation of both nuclei 

during a “spin lock” period. The rf field strength of the spin lock pulses must be 

“matched” such that ω1I = ω 1S (± n ωR in the case of MAS) in order to achieve efficient 

polarisation transfer. During spin lock, magnetisation is transferred at a rate described by 
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the time constant TIS (dependent on the magnitude of the dipolar coupling) and decays by 

a process described by the time constant T1ρ. When T1ρ ≫ TIS, it is possible to achieve a 

theoretical polarisation enhancement of ~γS/γI (i.e., a factor of ~4 for 1H and 13C). As 

polarisation is transferred via the dipolar interaction, CP is a non-quantitiative technique, 

with polarisation building up more rapidly for species such as CH3 than for, e.g., CO2
–. 

This non-quantitative nature of CP can be of use when assigning chemically-distinct 

species with similar chemical shifts. CP often provides no signal enhancement for 

quadrupolar nuclei, as it is difficult to achieve a transfer match for all crystallites present. 

However, the experiment can still be used for signal editing and spectral assignment, e.g., 

to distinguish between SiOSi and SiOH resonances. Another approach to improving 

sensitivity is the use of a Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) echo train.[42,43] The 

application of a series of 180° pulses during acquisition results in an FID that consists of 

multiple echoes, and subsequent Fourier transformation yields a spectrum consisting of a 

series of “spikelets”, with intensities that reflect the lineshape, increasing the peak-height 

signal. The use of CPMG under MAS requires that the pulses are applied synchronously 

with the sample rotation.  

 

The signal enhancement factor that is practically achievable when using other 

nuclei as the source of polarisation is generally of the order of a factor of 2-10 (although 

the typically more rapid relaxation of the I spins leads to a sensitivity enhancement per 

unit time that can be ca. two orders of magnitude). An alternative source of polarisation 

would be electrons, which have a much greater spin polarisation. The technique of 

dynamic nuclear polarisation (DNP) introduces unpaired electrons into a material in the 

form of (typically) nitroxide-based radicals.[44,45] At the magnetic fields used for NMR 

experiments, the electrons have a resonance frequency in the microwave region, and 

irradiation of the sample with microwaves followed by spin diffusion leads to a highly-

polarised 1H population. From here, the magnetisation can be transferred (e.g., by CP) to 

the nucleus of interest, leading to a sensitivity enhancement factor of, in principle, up to 

γe/γH ≈ 660, but, in practice, of 10-100. Although an extremely promising technique for 

improving sensitivity, DNP does require expensive hardware (e.g., a gyrotron to create 
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suitable microwaves) and experiments to be performed at low (e.g., 100 K) temperatures, 

posing a technical challenge and limiting the possible rotation rates. DNP is also surface 

sensitive and currently requires a sample to contain sufficient 1H in close proximity to the 

species of interest. Applications to proteins, organic systems, polymers and catalyst 

surfaces have been demonstrated,[44,45] but it is yet to be seen how routine this approach 

will become in the future for a wide range of systems.  

  

In some cases, the resonance of interest is so broad that MAS is not a practical 

option (e.g., in paramagnetic samples or cases of very large values of Ω or CQ) and it is 

more suitable to record the static lineshape.[6,46] Such “wideline” spectra are often 

recorded in a frequency-stepped fashion (i.e., in a series of sub spectra) in order to ensure 

uniform excitation at all frequencies, thereby avoiding any distortion of the lineshape. 

However, this can be time-consuming and practically challenging, and various broadband 

excitation pulses have been successfully applied (generally in conjunction with CPMG 

echo trains) to reduce the number of frequency steps required. 

 

4. The Effects of Disorder on NMR Spectra  

 

Any variation in the local environment of a nucleus will result in changes to the NMR 

parameters, i.e., in the isotropic and anisotropic shielding, the couplings between spins 

and the quadrupolar coupling. Unless dynamics are present (see below) the NMR 

spectrum of a disordered material can be seen as the sum of signals from every individual 

environment present. Hence, the appearance of the spectrum will depend on the type and 

extent of disorder present, and the magnitude of the changes in the NMR parameters.  

 

If polymorphic disorder is present (i.e., the atoms and/or molecules adopt 

completely different spatial arrangements within a solid), the NMR spectrum may be 

significantly different in each case. This was shown in work on 17O NMR spectra of four 

polymorphs of MgSiO3,[47] where each material had different numbers of distinct O 

species, all of which had very different quadrupolar and shielding parameters. In this case, 
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the conditions required to synthesise each polymorph (i.e., the required temperature and 

pressure) are very different, and it is not likely they would be produced in the same 

sample. However, for many molecular and inorganic solids, this is not the case and there 

are a number of polymorphs with similar energies at room temperature and pressure, 

which can appear together in the same bulk sample. This is particularly true for small 

organic molecules and pharmaceuticals, and can pose a challenge for understanding a 

bulk material, if the structure solution is carried out by single-crystal diffraction (which, 

by definition, studies only a single polymorph per measurement). A similar problem can 

also be found for some inorganic materials, as shown in recent work on a range of niobate 

perovskites.[48-50] Peel et al.[50] showed that not only did samples of LixNa1–xNbO3 (0.08 ≤ 

x ≤ 0.20) contain mixtures of a polar orthorhombic phase (P21ma) and a rhombohedral 

phase (R3c), the relative fractions of the two phases were shown to be critically # dependent 

on synthetic conditions. Furthermore, the orthorhombic phase transformed slowly to the 

rhombohedral phase on standing in air at ambient temperature, a process that could be 

followed using 23Na MQMAS NMR spectroscopy.[50] 

 

 If the variation in the local environment for an atom in a disordered material is 

significant (e.g., a change in coordination number), then this can produce a significant 

difference in chemical shift, and the appearance of separate resonances in the NMR 

spectrum. Less significant (or more remote) changes, in environment produce a smaller 

variation in the chemical shift, and the appearance of shoulders or splittings on the 

spectral lineshapes. When changes are much smaller (e.g., a variation in bond distances or 

angles), or are much more remote, the chemical shift change will be very small and 

typically leads to a spectral broadening. These effects can be seen on the 89Y NMR spectra 

shown in Figure 6a. The 89Y MAS spectrum of Y2Sn2O7 exhibits a single sharp resonance, 

confirming one type of Y species is present, in a well-ordered solid, with the chemical shift 

confirming that the Y has eight-fold coordination.[51] The substitution of Ti onto the NNN 

sites in Y2SnTiO7 produces a number of shoulders and splittings of the lineshape, with the 

chemical shift varying with the number and arrangement of surrounding atoms.[51] There 

is also an increase in all of the linewidths in this spectrum, reflecting the long-range 
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structural changes. The CPMG MAS spectrum of Y2Zr2O7 shows three very broad 

lineshapes, with the shift ranges confirming the presence of 6-, 7- and 8-coordinate Y, as a 

result of a disorder in the position of the oxygen vacancies in the structure.[52]  

 

For systems where either only one geometrical parameter is varying, or where the 

variation is much more significant than that in any other parameter, it may be possible to 

relate the spectral broadening directly to the distribution of the geometrical parameters. 

This has been attempted in glasses by a number of authors, with the width of 29Si NMR 

resonances being related directly to the distribution in the Si-O-Si bond angles.[53-55] 

However, such analyses are often complicated both by the fact that even in simple systems 

(e.g., SiO4 tetrahedra) more than one bond angle or distance needs to be considered. 

Furthermore, in most practical cases more than one geometrical parameter will vary 

simultaneously, complicating any quantitative spectral analysis. This was recently 

investigated for aluminophosphate (AlPO) frameworks, where the 31P chemical shift was 

shown to depend not only on the average P-O-Al angle, as had been previously suggested, 

but also on the average P-O bond distance.[56] When performing two-dimensional 

experiments, the shape of the cross peaks observed, i.e., how the various contributions to 

each broad lineshape correlate with each other, can provide information on the spatial 

distribution of species in a sample. This can be seen in Figure 7a, where a 29Si /29Si 

correlation spectrum of a surfactant-templated layered silicate is shown.[57] The elongated 

nature of the cross peaks at higher temperature reveals the presence of correlated disorder, 

with a Si species contributing to one part of one lineshape interacting (in this case through 

covalent bonds) to Si species that have only one chemical shift within the second 

resonance. More circular cross peaks, i.e., where all species that contribute to one lineshape 

interact with all that contribute to a second, would be observed if species were more 

randomly distributed.  

 

 It is also possible to obtain information on the nature of the order/disorder of 

surrounding species from the intensity of the spectral resonances. For example, if an atom 

is surrounded by four sites, each of which can be occupied by two different atomic species 
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(X and Y), there are five possible local environments (X4, X3Y, X2Y2, XY3 and Y4). 

Assuming these give rise to five resonances that can be resolved and accurately assigned, 

the relative intensity of each can be directly related to the amount of that environment 

present. Clearly, if clustering of X and Y is preferred, the intensity of the X4 and Y4 

resonances will be greater than those from more mixed atomic distributions. Alternatively, 

if there is some preference for ordering, the X2Y2 resonance might have higher intensity. 

For a random distribution of the atoms on the surrounding sites, it is possible to predict 

the expected intensity of the resonances expected using simple statistics. For the general 

case, the probability of finding a particular environment, i.e., a atoms of species A, b of 

species B, c of species C, etc., on N surrounding sites is given by 

 P  =  (N!/a! b! c!...) (pA)a (pB)b (pC)c …  , 25 

where pA, pB, etc., represent the probability of finding species A, B, etc., (which can be 

determined from the chemical formula), and a + b + c … has to equal N. For the specific 

case described above, this can be simplified to  

 P  =  (N!/n! (N – n)!) (pX)n (1 – pX))N–n  , 26 

where pX represents the fraction of X and 1 – pX the fraction of Y in the sample. For 

example, for pX = 0.6 (i.e., there is 60% X and 40% Y distributed on the four sites), the 

probability of finding X4, X3Y, X2Y2, XY3 and Y4 environments would be 13.0%, 34.5%, 

34.5%, 15.5% and 2.5%, respectively. Therefore, if the relative spectral intensities are in 

agreement with this analysis then it can be assumed that the atomic distribution is 

random.  

 

 Although for spin I = 1/2 nuclei it is often changes to the isotropic chemical shift 

that have the most significant effect upon the NMR spectrum, there are also changes to 

other NMR parameters as the local environment varies in a disordered solid. Changes in 

the isotropic shift result from a change in the principal components of the shielding tensor, 

which can result in a concomitant change in the anisotropic parameters (Ω and κ). 

Therefore, it is often seen that the anisotropy varies across a spectral lineshape, i.e., with a 

change in δiso. This can be measured using amplified PASS experiments, where the use of 

pulse trains allows the anisotropic interaction to be recoupled, or reintroduced, and 
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measured in the indirect dimension of a two-dimensional experiment. This is shown in 

Figure 7b, where CSA measurements (specifically Ω = δ33 – δ 11), acquired using amplified 

PASS experiments are shown overlaid on the 89Y MAS NMR spectrum of Y2Zr2O7.[52] 

Three 89Y signals are seen (corresponding to YVI, YVII and YVIII) owing to the disorder of the 

oxygen vacancies on the anion lattice of this defect fluorite material. For YVIII, Ω varies 

across the broadened lineshape, decreasing with decreasing δiso. In contrast, there is little 

change in Ω across the YVII lineshape. The J coupling can also vary as the local 

environment changes. For a disordered material, where the distribution of chemical shift 

may well obscure any splittings resulting from J couplings, these can be measured in the 

indirect dimension of a two-dimensional J-resolved spectrum. As shown in Figure 7c for a 
29Si spectrum of (29Si enriched) SiO2, the changes in J can be correlated to those in the 

chemical shift, resulting in a J coupling that varies at different positions within the spectral 

lineshape.[58] 

 

 For nuclei with spin I > 1/2, variation in the local structure changes not only the 

chemical shift, but also the magnitude and asymmetry of the quadrupolar interaction. As 

the second-order quadrupolar interaction produces resonances that have a characteristic 

shape (determined by ηQ) disorder produces not just a broadening of the line, but also a 

change in its shape. This can be seen in the 27Al MAS NMR spectrum of γ-Al2O3 shown in 

Figure 6b, where the resonances display a characteristic “tail” to low frequency resulting 

from the distribution of quadrupolar parameters.[6] The exact shape of the line is 

determined by the magnitude (and the type) of the distributions in δiso, CQ and ηQ, and 

whether these are correlated. It is difficult to extract this information from a single MAS 

lineshape unless some assumptions about the distributions can be made. One approach to 

simplify this problem is to assume a joint distribution in the quadrupolar parameters 

using the Czjzek model (and its various extensions),[59-61] exploiting the fact that both CQ 

and ηQ are related to the principal components of the EFG tensor. Thus, the distribution in 

the quadrupolar parameters can be described by a single parameter. Lineshapes can then 

be fitted assuming a Czjzek distribution of the EFG and, typically, a Gaussian distribution 

of δiso. Further insight into the distributions of parameters present can be obtained by 
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considering the shape of the resonances in two-dimensional MQMAS spectra. As seen in 

Figure 6b for γ-Al2O3, MQMAS lineshapes for disordered materials contain ridges that are 

broadened along different gradients by distributions in chemical shifts and/or the 

quadrupolar parameters. These axes are shown on the MQMAS spectrum in Figure 6b for 

a spin I = 5/2 nucleus (note that, in the spectrum shown, an ordered material would 

exhibit a ridge-like lineshape that lies parallel to the δ2 axis, as shown in Figure 5c).[62] 

Using freely-available fitting programs,[63] it is possible to fit the two-dimensional 

lineshapes (typically assuming a Czjzek distribution of the EFG and a Gaussian 

distribution of the chemical shift) and extract the information on the magnitude of the 

distribution of the NMR parameters present.  

 

 In many materials the positions of atoms or groups vary over time, leading to 

temporal or dynamic disorder. It can be extremely challenging to distinguish this case 

from that where atomic positions vary in different parts of a material (i.e., static positional 

disorder), with diffraction providing information simply on the average structure, and 

refining sites as having a fractional occupancy. NMR spectroscopy, however, is sensitive 

to motion on timescales spanning 15 orders of magnitude, as shown in Figure 8.[2,3] Very 

fast motion leads to changes in the relaxation processes, with T1 relaxation affected by 

dynamic processes with a correlation time τc ≈ 1/ν0. Slow motion can be measured using 

two-dimensional exchange experiments, where cross peaks show the change in the NMR 

parameters that result from the physical motion of an atom when a “mixing time” (usually 

10–3 to 102 s) is introduced into the pulse sequence. Although resolution is higher in MAS-

based experiments (providing site specific information), in some cases information on the 

change in geometry (i.e., the type of motional process) is more easily obtained from the 

shape of the cross peaks in static experiments. In general, the position, shape and width of 

the resonances within an NMR spectrum are affected by motion on timescales 

intermediate to these two extremes, resulting from changes in the shielding, dipolar or 

quadrupolar couplings as atomic environments vary.[2,3,6] This could result from motion 

of an atom itself, or from changes in the position of surrounding atoms. In most cases, 

changes in the lineshapes and/or linewidths can be followed as a function of temperature, 
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enabling information on the type of motion, its timescale and activation energy to be 

obtained. The most significant effects are observed when the dynamic process has a 

correlation time similar to the inverse of the magnitude of the anisotropic broadening. If 

experiments are performed under MAS, dynamics on the timescale of 10-100 µs (i.e., ≈ 

1/νR) can also affect the desired averaging of sample rotation, resulting in a temperature-

dependent broadening of the lineshape.[2,6,64,65] A similar broadening can affect the 

STMAS experiment (used to obtain high-resolution spectra for quadrupolar nuclei, as 

described above).[66] This provides site-specific information on dynamics, and the 

comparison between MQMAS and STMAS spectra can help to identify motional processes 

on the µs timescale, as demonstrated by work on the dynamics of guest within phosphate 

materials, and 1H motion in silicates.[65,66]  

 

5. Calculation of NMR Parameters 

 

The prediction of NMR parameters using quantum-chemical calculations has been 

possible for many years although, until relatively recently, these have been applied 

predominantly to discrete systems.[67,68] While it is perhaps easy to see how a molecular 

solid might be considered in this approach, most periodic solids must be modelled as a 

discrete “molecule” or cluster of atoms, with any “hanging” bonds terminated, usually by 

hydrogen atoms, as shown schematically in Figure 9a. The most obvious benefit of 

treating a periodic solid in this way is that it reduces the problem to one of calculating the 

NMR parameters for a finite number of atoms, significantly reducing the cost associated 

with any calculation. While initially it may seem acceptable (and, in many cases, a 

necessity) to treat a repeating periodic solid as a cluster, this approach does have inherent 

limitations, and may not provide a sufficiently accurate model of the true solid-state 

structure. Terminating the cluster introduces a surface layer not present in a periodic solid, 

which can affect the electronic properties of the bulk, although this effect decreases 

exponentially as the cluster size increases. Additionally, the electric field, which is zero in 

periodic solids, is non-zero in all but the largest clusters,[68] possibly affecting the 

computed NMR parameters and certainly casting doubt on their accuracy.  
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The introduction of the gauge-including projector augmented wave (GIPAW) 

approach by Pickard and Mauri in 2001 heralded a step change in the use of the theoretical 

calculation of NMR parameters for periodic solids.[12] GIPAW allows the chemical 

shielding for a periodic system to be calculated, using a planewave basis set (see later), 

exploiting the inherent translational symmetry of the solid state. This is achieved by 

recreating an infinitely repeating structure from a unit cell (Figure 9b), from which the 

NMR parameters for all atoms can be calculated simultaneously (i.e., there is no restriction 

that the calculation is only accurate for the atom at the centre of a hypothetical molecular 

cluster). This approach has gained widespread popularity, particularly among the 

experimental community, and has been applied to the study of microporous materials, 

pharmaceuticals, ceramics, minerals and glasses.[9,10,69] For ordered solids, calculations 

are primarily used to interpret and assign spectral resonances, and to provide supporting 

evidence for magnitude of parameters that are difficult to measure experimentally (e.g., 

anisotropic interactions or tensor orientations) and to suggest the presence of interactions 

or couplings between atoms. Calculations can provide insight into the effect of structural 

changes on NMR parameters, and can be used to predict spectra and guide experimental 

measurement, particularly when sensitivity is limiting. For disordered materials, in 

principle, calculations offer unique insight into the understanding (and decomposition) of 

the complex spectral lineshapes typically encountered, and enable the prediction of NMR 

parameters for a series of possible structural models. In addition, significant differences 

between experiment and calculation can suggest the presence of dynamics, and can be 

used to determine the average parameters that might be measured experimentally.  

 

To compute NMR parameters requires an approximation of the time-independent 

non-relativistic Schrödinger equation, providing the total energy of the system. However, 

even with simplifications such as the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, solving the 

Schrödinger equation is often unfeasible for large systems. Therefore, the majority of 

calculations for solids utilise the density functional theory (DFT) framework, where the 
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ground state electronic energy, E0, is defined as a functional solely of the electron 

density[70,71]  

 E0[ρ(r)]  =  ENe[ρ(r)] + TS[ρ(r)] + J[ρ(r)] + EXC[ρ(r)]  . 27 

ENe, TS and J represent the attractive nucleus-electron interaction energy, kinetic energy of 

a non-interacting electron and the electron-electron Coulomb interactions, respectively. 

These three terms are known and can be calculated efficiently, whereas the form of the 

final term, EXC (the exchange-correlation energy), is not known exactly and must be 

approximated. The simplest exchange-correlation functional, the local density 

approximation (LDA),[67,68,72] assumes that the electron density is constant over small 

distances, allowing it to be approximated as that of a uniform electron gas of equivalent 

density. Though suitable for many systems, the LDA functional has a tendency to 

overbind,[67,68] resulting in overestimated atomization energies and underestimated 

interatomic distances. The generalized gradient approximation (GGA) provides an 

improvement on the LDA, as it includes the gradient of the electron density, ∇ρ(r), in the 

exchange-correlation functional.[73,74] Further accuracy improvements for calculating EXC 

can be achieved by employing hybrid-GGA or meta-GGA functionals,[75] although the 

cost of these approaches often restricts their use in the solid state. 

 

Given the periodic nature of most solids, Bloch’s theorem, 

 V(r + L)  =  V(r)  , 28 

applies, with V(r) defining the potential at r and V(r + L) the potential at r displaced by the 

lattice vector L, enabling the ground state electronic energy of a solid to be determined 

from its unit cell. As the electron density is also periodic, so too is the magnitude of the 

wavefunction Ψ (r). However, the phase is only pseudoperiodic, giving 

 Ψ(r)  =  eikr uk(r)  , 29 

where eikr is a phase factor and uk(r) is a periodic function. In many DFT codes designed to 

calculate properties for solids, the wavefunction is represented using a planewave basis 

set, of the form 

 uk(r)  =  ΣGcGkeiG.r  , 30 
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where cGk are Fourier coefficients and G are reciprocal lattice vectors, often termed “G-

vectors”. The quality of a planewave DFT calculation is primarily determined by two 

factors: the number of indices k or “k-points” used to sample the first Brillouin zone in 

reciprocal space; and the number of G-vectors for the number of basis functions, which is 

described via a kinetic energy cut off. 

 

The efficiency of calculations is improved in many codes by using 

pseudopotentials.[9,12,68] These enable two approximations relating to the atomic core to 

be made. The first, termed the frozen core approximation, treats electrons within a defined 

atomic core radius (rcut) as “frozen”, and only the valence electrons are treated explicitly. 

In the second, the rapid oscillations in the wavefunction of the valence electrons close to 

the nuclei can be substituted by a “smoothed” or “pseudised” version, simplifying the 

description of this region when using planewaves, reducing the basis set size, and thus 

increasing calculation efficiency. Although these approximations provide significant cost 

benefits, with little loss in accuracy (as the total energy and many chemical properties rely 

primarily on the valence electrons), some properties (importantly including the nuclear 

shielding) require a full treatment of the electrons close to the nucleus. The all-electron 

wavefunction can be reconstructed using the projector augmented wave (PAW) 

approach,[76] with the GIPAW[12] extension required to compute magnetic response 

properties.  

 

 An appropriate and accurate structural model is a vital pre-requisite for the 

prediction of NMR parameters. In many cases, these are generated from diffraction 

experiments (although models from prior computational work or from other experimental 

measurements can also be employed).[11] The errors inherent in experimental structure 

solution, particularly when using X-ray diffraction, where the position of light atoms is 

often not determined directly and isoelectronic atoms cannot be distinguished, often 

necessitates the optimization of the geometry prior to the calculation of NMR 

parameters.[77] Such optimizations can involve varying only the position of the light 

atoms, varying all atomic co-ordinates and/or varying the unit cell parameters. Any 
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optimisation does require some caution, however, as the neglect of dispersion interactions 

by some of the functionals used in DFT can produce inaccurate results, with overestimated 

interatomic distance or cell dimensions.[9,11,78] This can be a particular problem in 

molecular crystals, or in flexible inorganic solids such as phosphate frameworks or 

MOFs.[9,11,78] Recently, this has been overcome in many codes with the introduction of 

semi-empirical dispersion correction (SEDC) schemes,[11,79] which attempt to account for 

the attractive term in the “12-6” Lennard-Jones potential.  

 

 For ordered solids, the periodic approach described above is both efficient and 

intuitive. However, for disordered materials, where this periodicity is not rigidly retained, 

periodic boundary conditions limit the possible environments that can be considered 

computationally. It might not be possible to generate models that correspond exactly to 

the “real” structure, and simplified approaches, aimed at understanding the relative 

variations in the NMR parameters, rather than determining their exact magnitude, have to 

be employed. The use of a cluster model, discussed above, can provide insight into the 

variation of NMR parameters with structural changes, and this may be sufficient to assign 

resonances or explain the appearance of a spectral lineshape, even if an exact magnitude is 

not accurately calculated. For the case of low-level compositional disorder, insight can be 

gained simply by substituting one atom into the unit cell of a periodically-ordered 

counterpart, providing information on the type and magnitude of the changes expected 

for the surrounding atoms and predicting NMR parameters for the substituted species. 

Examples of recent studies include work on Mg-substituted hydroxyapatite, Al-

substituted magnesium silicates, Mg-substituted AlPOs, Y substitution into perovskites, 

Sn/Ti disorder in pyrochlore ceramics and F substitution into hydrous 

minerals.[9,11,69,80-86] A better approximation for an aperiodic structure (particularly for 

low level disorder) can be obtained by using a repeating crystal composed of “supercells”, 

as shown in Figure 9c, where the supercell is chosen to be sufficiently large to minimise 

the effect of any structural change on the neighbouring cells. It should also be noted that 

using a supercell increases the number of atoms to be treated explicitly, thereby increasing 

the computational cost. Higher levels of substitution pose a more significant combinatorial 
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challenge, with many different arrangements of atoms possible (either in a single cell or a 

supercell). Two different approaches can then be envisaged. The first involves the 

consideration of a limited number of possible structural models, typically constructed by 

varying the local environment of one atom within the system systematically, effectively 

modelling disorder as a cluster-like defect within a periodic three-dimensional 

structure.[11,52,82] A more sophisticated approach is to consider a much greater set of 

possible atomic arrangements, either generated completely randomly (ensuring for 

efficiency reasons that symmetrically-related structures are not considered multiple 

times), or ranked in some way (e.g., by enthalpy) to restrict the subsequent computational 

cost of NMR calculations. It should be noted, however, that for all structures that have 

been adapted or generated computationally, full geometry optimisation will be necessary, 

as the specific arrangement of atoms with the computational unit cell no longer matches 

any average structure produced by diffraction.[9]  

 

 For the case of positional disorder it may be feasible to consider all possible atomic 

arrangements if the number of possible sites a species or group can occupy is relatively 

low, as demonstrated recently for materials including AlPO frameworks, dense phase 

ceramics and layered silicates. Similarly, disorder in the stacking of molecules or layered 

materials can often be studied using a limited number of possible structural 

models.[9,11,87,88] When atoms or groups are placed manually, only a limited subset of 

models is typically considered, and there may also be some bias introduced in the types of 

positions chosen. In contrast, automated computational approaches can generate large sets 

of candidate structures, often with the reduction of bias. For example, the study of 

disorder in glasses has been approached recently by combining molecular dynamics (MD) 

calculations with NMR spectroscopy.[89,90] The use of classical MD enables larger 

systems to be studied, ensuring periodicity is not imposed on too small a length scale. Any 

issues with transferability of the empirical forcefields used can be overcome with ab initio 

MD, although this does limit the number of atoms and the dynamic timescales that can be 

investigated. Alternative approaches for generating structural models when less detailed 

information is available include structure prediction methods. These computational 
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approaches can generate candidate crystal structures when given a molecular formula or 

information on symmetry and stoichiometry. Many approaches have been used to help 

solve or refine structures and to probe polymorphic disorder.[9,11] More recently, the ab 

initio random structure searching, or AIRSS,[91,92] method has been applied to investigate 

disordered solids. This approach produces structures from randomised cells and random 

atomic coordinates and optimised directly using DFT. Although the use of DFT brings 

increased cost, it does facilitate the combination of AIRSS with the calculation of NMR 

parameters, and direct comparison to experimental NMR spectra. This was demonstrated 

in recent work using AIRSS to investigate the hydration of wadsleyite, a high-pressure 

silicate mineral.[93] Although the structure of the anhydrous mineral (β-Mg2SiO4) is 

known, the position of H in the hydrated form could not be determined from diffraction. 

As shown schematically in Figure 10a, starting from the structure of anhydrous β-Mg2SiO4, 

a Mg vacancy was created, two H randomly placed according to the AIRSS protocol, and 

the geometry optimised. After repeating this procedure, the resulting structures were 

ranked according to energy. As shown in Figure 10b, lowest energy structures all had H 

placed on O1 atoms, with protonation of the silicate oxygens only in higher-energy 

structures. Calculated 1H NMR parameters (Figure 10c) are shown to be strongly 

dependent on the O–H and H…O hydrogen bond distances, enabling these to be 

determined directly from the spectrum for each resonance. Calculations were also able to 

assign the spectral resonances, with experimental spectra suggesting ~85% of protonation 

occurred at O1, and ~15% at the silicate oxygens.[93]  
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6. Application of NMR Spectroscopy to Disordered Materials 

 

In this section we will illustrate the use of solid-state NMR spectroscopy to investigate 

disordered solids. We have chosen to divide the discussion by the type of materials 

considered, although many of the points highlighted will clearly be relevant to more than 

one system. This cannot be a comprehensive discussion, and so readers will be referred to 

existing review articles for more information on each type of material discussed.  

 

6.1 Ceramics and Oxides 

An oxide is a chemical compound that contains at least one oxygen anion (usually in the –

2 oxidation state). In metal oxides, this charge is balanced by at least one cationic metal 

species, giving binary (e.g., AO, AO2, A2O3…), and ternary (e.g., ABO, ABO3, A2BO4, …) 

etc…. compounds. Many oxides are also classed as ceramics (formally inorganic non-

metallic solids containing at least one metal and one non metal). The crystallinity of 

ceramics varies from highly ordered to completely amorphous, and most display high 

melting temperature and hardness, poor conductivity and good chemical resistance, 

although there are known exceptions. A variety of structure types are adopted by oxides 

and ceramics, many of which are able to incorporate many different cations and cation 

combinations. This leads to a range of different physical and chemical properties and a 

variety of commercial, technological and industrial applications, including in 

semiconductors and electronics, energy materials, catalysis, coatings and paints and as 

wasteforms. The wide utility of oxides and ceramics makes it vital to understand the 

structure-property relationships in these materials. Chemically-flexible structures, such as 

perovskite or pyrochlore, tolerate many defects, substitutions and variable oxidation 

states, providing a significant challenge for structural characterization. The need for 

structural insight over different lengthscales (and, indeed, different timescales) is crucial, 

requiring a combination of information on the average structure (from diffraction-based 

approaches) and the local structure and ordering, typically from spectroscopy. For more 

information on NMR of oxides and ceramics see Refs. [4,6,94]. 
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 Compositional disorder (be it in the form of cation mixing, partial site occupancy or 

a variation in oxidation state) is common in oxides and ceramics, and has long been 

studied using solid-state NMR spectroscopy, with the chemical shift typically very 

sensitive to substitution of neighbouring and next-nearest neighbouring (NNN) atoms. In 

a comprehensive study of rare-earth pyrochlores, Grey et al. observed a number of 

unusual resonances in the 89Y NMR spectra of Y2–yLnyM2O7 (Ln = Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu, Yb; 

M = Sn, Ti) materials.[95] For the diamagnetic end members, only a single resonance was 

observed, corresponding to Y on the crystallographically-unique eight-coordinate A site of 

the pyrochlore structure. In many cases, substituting a small amount of Ln3+ (producing 

Y(OY)6–n(OLn)n environments) resulted in the observation of additional 89Y resonances, 

often at unusual shifts (e.g., a change of –80 ppm for Eu3+ substitution, and +82 ppm for 

Pr3+ substitution), resulting from a paramagnetic interaction with the unpaired f electrons 

on NNN A-site cations. The shifts were found to be proportional to the number of Ln3+ 

ions on the NNN sites, and generally larger for the titanates than for the stannates. 

Although additional resonances were observed for Ce3+, Pr3+, Nd3+, Eu3+ and Yb3+ 

substitution, only one resonance was observed for materials with substitution of Sm3+, 

Ho3+ or Tm3+, either as a result of the very fast relaxation or the linebroadening induced by 

the unpaired electrons. The shifts exhibited a significant temperature dependence and 

were shown to have a significant pseudocontact contribution to the paramagnetic 

interaction. The intensity of the spectral resonances decreased as the number of Ln3+ NNN 

increased, and no peaks were seen for n > 3, suggesting only small amounts of cations 

were substituted. The composition of the materials could be estimated from the relative 

spectral intensities, which would be difficult to obtain with comparable precision from 

diffraction. The paramagnetic shifts observed were much smaller than those seen 

previously in 119Sn NMR spectra of Ln2Sn2O7 (e.g., –3670 for Pr3+ and +5480 for Eu3+), 

despite NNN substitution in both cases. However, the more covalent character of the Sn-O 

bond was shown to result in a greater through-bond (or Fermi contact) contribution to the 

paramagnetic interaction.[96,97] 
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 More recently, NNN substitution in diamagnetic Y2Ti2–xSnxO7 pyrochlores was 

studied using a combination of 89Y and 119Sn NMR spectroscopy and DFT 

calculations.[51,82-84] Selected 89Y and 119Sn spectra in Figure 11a show only YVIII and SnVI 

are present (i.e., Y and Sn sitting on the A and B sites of the pyrochlore structure, 

respectively, suggesting there is very little A/B mixing in these systems). This was also 

confirmed using DFT calculations, which predicted significantly different shifts for YVI and 

SnVIII. The 89Y NMR spectra show a range of resonances, suggesting different Y 

environments whereas, in contrast, 119Sn spectra show additional resonances at low Ti 

content but a single broad resonance as the Ti content increases. Although occupying 

different sites in the structure, Figure 11a shows that Y and Sn both have 6 NNN B sites, 

and so B-site substitution of Sn/Ti might be expected to produce a similar change to the 

spectrum in each case. DFT calculations (Figure 11b) of 89Y and 119Sn chemical shifts for 

models where the number and arrangement of Sn/Ti on the surrounding NNN sites were 

varied, revealed that although a systematic change in 89Y chemical shifts was observed 

with Ti substitution, the change in the 119Sn shift became much smaller with increasing 

numbers of Ti NNN, predicting the overlap of the spectral resonances (as seen 

experimentally). Considering calculated and experimental isotropic and anisotropic 

shielding enabled assignment of all spectral resonances, while their relative intensities 

revealed a random distribution of B-site cations (using Equation 26 above). Similarly, 

random distributions of B-site cations in Y2Zr2–xSnxO7 pyrochlores and of A site cations in 

Y2–xLaxTi2O7 pyrochlores have also been shown using NMR spectroscopy, although a 

relatively limited solid solution was seen in both cases.[52,98]  

 

 For Y2Zr2–xSnxO7 ceramics a pyrochlore phase is expected at high Sn content, but as 

the amount of Zr increases a defect fluorite phase is predicted, with complete disorder of 

the cation lattice and of the anions/vacancies (i.e., both compositional and positional 

disorder).[52,99] The transition between the two is predicted (using idealised radius ratio 

rules) to occur at x = 1.5. As was seen in Figure 6a, the 89Y MAS NMR spectrum of Y2Zr2O7 

contains very broad spectral resonances, reflecting the considerable disorder, with YVI, YVII 

and YVIII present, at ~80, ~185 and ~290 ppm, respectively, owing to the anion disorder. 
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The relative intensities of the resonances (5.6%, 64.9% and 29.4%) suggest an average Y 

coordination number of 7.2 (and, therefore, of 6.8 for Zr), confirming the preference of the 

vacancies to associate with Zr in this material. Vacancy ordering was also observed for the 

Sn-substituted materials using NMR spectroscopy, with Sn shown to be exclusively six 

coordinate.[52,99] The coordination number of Zr was shown to decrease (from 6.8 to ~6.5) 

with Sn substitution, while that of Y increased (from 7.2 to 8). Unlike the diffraction 

experiments, NMR spectroscopy showed a significant two-phase region in this series, i.e., 

where pyrochlore and defect fluorite phases were present simultaneously, between x = 0.8 

and 1.6. Integration of the spectral resonances was able to provide information on the 

proportion of each phase present and their compositions.[52] A solid-solution limit of 

~13% Zr into the pyrochlore was observed, whereas the composition of the defect fluorite 

phase varied throughout. 

 

 The well-known perovskite (ABO3) structure, consisting (ideally) of corner-sharing 

BO6 with the A cation having 12-fold coordination, exhibits extremely high chemical 

flexibility, and is able to incorporate a vast array of different cations. This substitution can 

lead to a number of structural modifications, including cation displacements and tilting or 

distortion of the octahedra. The possible presence of polymorphic, compositional and 

positional disorder has resulted in many NMR investigations, with insight into the atomic-

scale structure and ordering the ultimate aim. One of the most studied pervoskites is 

NaNbO3, owing to reports of exceptional piezoelectric responses in ceramics based on 

NaNbO3 solid solutions, and suggestions of an extremely complicated, but poorly 

understood, phase diagram. Building on earlier NMR studies of NaNbO3,[100,101] 

Johnston et al. used 23Na MQMAS experiments to show that many samples of NaNbO3 

contained a mixture of two phases (the proportions depending on the synthetic approach 

used), perhaps explaining some of the apparent confusion over its exact structure.[48] The 
23Na MAS NMR spectra of two samples of NaNbO3, prepared using different synthetic 

methods, shown in Figure 12a appear very similar (with the broad spectral lineshapes 

resulting from the quadrupolar interaction). However, MQMAS experiments (shown in 

Figure 12b) reveal significant differences between the two samples – one containing two 
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major signals, the other four distinct Na sites. DFT calculations using a range of proposed 

structural models suggested the synthetic sample contained both the well-known Pbcm 

phase and a second polymorph, with space group P21ma. This polar space group, resulting 

from a different tilting of the NbO6 octahedra (Figure 12c), provides the possibility for 

ferroelectric behavior, of interest in a range of industrial applications. The two 

polymorphs were extremely difficult to distinguish initially by diffraction, with 

differences primarily found in the superstructure peaks. A later study showed that 93Nb 

NMR was not able to distinguish the two very similar polymorphs,[49] although the 

metastable ilmenite NaNbO3 polymorph has a very different NMR spectrum.[102] First-

principles calculations revealed a relatively poor correlation between the calculated 93Nb 

CQ and shear or longitudinal strain parameters describing the distortion of the 

surrounding NbO6 octahedra, although a simple electrostatic point charge model was able 

to estimate the relative magnitude of the 93Nb CQ.  

 

Cation substitution can result not only in a structural change, but also changes in 

the physical and chemical properties, which can be exploited industrially and 

commercially. As described in Section 4, an NMR study of LixNa1–xNbO3 (0.08 ≤ x ≤ #0.20) 

revealed mixtures of a polar orthorhombic phase (P21ma) and a rhombohedral phase (R3c), 

with the relative fractions dependent on synthetic conditions. 23Na MQMAS NMR spectra 

also revealed the slow transformation of the orthorhombic phase to the rhombohedral 

phase on standing in air at ambient temperature.[50] At higher values of x (0.25 ≤ x ≤ #0.90) 

two rhombohedral phases coexisted, one Na-rich and the other Li-rich, with 23Na signals 

for the two clearly resolved using MQMAS, despite the spectral broadening resulting from 

cation disorder. LiNbO3 can be prepared using a solid-state reaction and forms a 

rhombohedral (non-perovskite) structure. However, recent work has shown that 

hydrothermal synthesis (i.e., the reaction between Nb2O5 and aqueous LiOH at 240 °C) 

produces a material with a disordered rock salt structure, with the metals statistically 

distributed over the cation sites.[103] 23Na NMR clearly showed a distribution of NMR 

parameters and, therefore, disorder in the material. Annealing this material produced 

ordered Li3NbO4, confirmed using XRD, 23Na NMR and DFT calculations. Similar 
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hydrothermal reactions were shown to produce NaCe1–xLaxTi2O6 (0 < x < 1) perovskites, 

and the paramagnetic broadening in 23Na MAS NMR spectra used to demonstrate that the 

samples were a genuine solid solution, rather than simply physical mixtures of the two 

oxides. The spectra revealed no evidence for A site ordering. 2H NMR was also used to 

study samples prepared in D2O and showed evidence for A site water incorporation, 

accommodated by the oxidation of some Ce3+ to Ce4+.[104]  

 

Recent work by Grey and co-workers[105] used multinuclear solid-state NMR 

spectroscopy and first-principles DFT calculations to study dry and hydrated yttrium-

substituted BaSnO3 perovskite, a material of interest as a protonic conductor. This 

revealed complex cation and oxygen vacancy disorder, which varied depending on the 

level of yttrium substitution. The 119Sn chemical shift was sensitive to the number of 

neighbouring Sn and Y cations (with spectral assignment confirmed using DFT 

calculations). Spectral intensities confirmed that there was random substitution of Y onto 

the Sn lattice up to x = 0.2, while at higher substitution levels Y-O-Y linkages were 

avoided, leading to complete ordering, i.e., Y-O-Sn alternation, at x = 0.5. Ordering was 

also confirmed by the absence of a peak in the 17O spectrum that could be assigned to Y-O-

Y environments. Resonances corresponding to five-coordinate Sn and Y were observed, 

suggesting that the vacancies associate, at least to some extent, with both sites, although a 

greater proportion of five-coordinate Sn was present. These peaks disappeared upon 

hydration of the material. High-temperature measurements indicated significant oxygen 

mobility above 400 °C, even for materials with high Y content. This appeared to be a result 

of the cation ordering preventing proton trapping at Y-O-Y linkages. 

 

For some metal oxides more significant disorder is observed, with considerable 

variation in the atomic positions. Recent work on γ-Ga2O3 used a combination of 

diffraction- and spectroscopy-based techniques, accompanied by reverse Monte Carlo 

(RMC) modelling, to investigate the long-range structure and local disorder in this 

material.[106] Although Rietveld refinement was able to show that Ga occupies two pairs 

of octahedral and tetrahedral sites (ideal spinel and non-spinel), it was not able to provide 
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information on their local distribution. However, the short Ga–Ga contact produced if 

neighbouring spinel and non-spinel sites are simultaneously occupied ensures the local 

distribution is not statistical. To understand the local structure a 6 × 6 × 6 supercell of γ-

Ga2O3 was generated and refined against neutron total scattering data using an RMC 

approach, enabling long-range and local structure to be considered. This revealed 

substantial amounts of local distortion in the octahedral sites, causing the structure to 

closely resemble β-Ga2O3. 71Ga MAS NMR spectra of γ-Ga2O3 (crystallite size ~30 nm) 

showed a GaIV/GaVI ratio consistent with the results obtained from RMC. However, for 

nanocrystalline γ-Ga2O3 (crystallite size 5-15 nm), different analytical approaches gave 

conflicting results – Bragg diffraction and TEM suggested a greater proportion of GaIV 

than GaVI, while 71Ga NMR suggests all crystalline and nanocrystalline samples contain the 

same ratio of occupied tetrahedral and octahedral sites. The NMR spectra were in 

agreement with neutron scattering results that show the same average Ga–O distance 

regardless of particle size. This apparent inconsistency was rationalised by proposing that, 

in the nanocrystalline samples, an increased proportion of occupied tetrahedral sites in the 

bulk is offset by an increased number of occupied octahedral sites on the surface (owing to 

termination by bound solvent or hydroxide).   

 

 The identification and subsequent characterisation of dynamic disorder, i.e., 

atomic/molecular motion, is particularly important for oxides, as these phenomena often 

result in desirable properties, such as proton transport or electrical conductivity. This can 

be difficult by diffraction-based techniques, whereas if motion is present (rather than 

simple positional disorder) the solid-state NMR spectra often show significant changes 

with a small variation in temperature. The study of dynamics using NMR spectroscopy 

has been shown in a wide range of oxides and ceramics, and despite the added difficulties 

associated with studying quadrupolar nuclei, 17O NMR spectroscopy has provided 

particularly useful insight.[4,6,94,107-109] This can be demonstrated by recent work on 

ZrW2O8, a material that exhibits negative thermal expansion over a wide temperature 

range (0.3-1050 K).[110-113] The structure is composed of pairs of WO4 tetrahedra, which, 

at low temperatures, are ordered and point in the same direction. Above 175 °C, the 
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tetrahedra become disordered over two possible orientations, resulting in a time-averaged 

disordered structure from diffraction. Variable-temperature (28-229 ºC) 17O MAS NMR 

spectra of 17O-enriched ZrW2O8, shown in Figure 13a, suggest that all oxygen sites are 

involved in some sort of exchange at high temperature (i.e., above 175 °C), with the four 

resolved peaks seen at low temperatures coalescing as the temperature is increased. At 

lower temperatures line broadening of all four peaks also suggests some motion is present, 

but it is not possible to determine which sites are in exchange from the MAS spectra alone. 

Two-dimensional exchange or EXSY experiments (where cross peaks between species in a 

two-dimensional spectrum indicate the two are involved in an exchange process), shown 

in Figure 13a confirm exchange between all O sites is observed even at low temperature. 

Thus, 17O NMR is able to distinguish between the two possible mechanisms for WO4 

reorientation shown in Figure 13b; an SN2-like process that interconverts O3 and O4 

species only, and a “ratchet-like” mechanism where all oxygens would be affected.  

 

 Given the prominent role dynamics plays in lithium-ion battery technology, 

identifying and characterizing lithium dynamics in inorganic materials is of significant 

importance. With both 6Li and 7Li NMR active, it is not surprising that solid-state NMR 

spectroscopy has been used extensively to investigate cation motion in energy materials. 

For example, lithium ion conductivity in Li3xLa1/3–x(Nb,Ti)O3 perovskites was investigated 

using 6Li and 7Li NMR spectroscopy.[114] Powder XRD measurements revealed that the 

La3+ distribution in the perovskite structures is affected by cation substitution (i.e., Nb5+ for 

Ti4+); an important observation when considering that the immobile La3+ ions act as 

obstacles for long-range Li+ motion, resulting in an adverse effect on lithium ion 

conductivity. When compared to the titanates, the niobates had a larger unit cell volume, 

fewer La3+ ions and more vacant sites, which would appear to suggest increased Li+ ion 

dynamics should be expected. However, this was not observed experimentally, suggesting 

that the interaction between Li+ ions and their surroundings has an effect on the 

conductivity. 7Li NMR spectra revealed two Li+ environments in Li3xLa1/3–xNbO3 – one 

with almost no quadrupolar coupling (20% of the signal) and a second (80% of the signal) 

where a characteristic quadrupolar lineshape was observed (suggesting lower symmetry 
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at this site). Using relaxation measurements two independent Li+ dynamic processes were 

detected, with fast motion of Li+ inside the A-cages, and slower Li+ hopping from A cage 

to A cage. 

 

Although DFT calculations are carried out on static structures at 0 K, these can 

provide insight into the type of dynamics observed in a system. If motion is rapid, a time-

averaged NMR spectrum is observed. Computationally, this can be reproduced by 

averaging NMR parameters for each relevant static 0 K structure (ensuring for anisotropic 

interactions that the orientation of the tensor and not just the principal components are 

considered). For motion on slower timescales, where averaging is not complete the 

complex spectral lineshapes can be difficult to interpret directly, but the computed 

interaction tensors provide a vital input for lineshape simulation. As an example, in recent 

work by Kim et al. variable-temperature 17O NMR spectroscopy was used to investigate 

dynamics in the proton conductor, CsH2PO4.[115] DFT calculations were able to prove that 

H1 is localized in a O-H-O hydrogen bond, but there is rapid exchange (~ 107 s–1) of H2 

protons between two sites within a hydrogen bond. NMR spectra could only be simulated 

by considering two rate constants for rotation of the phosphate ions. 

 

6.2 Minerals and Clays 

Minerals are defined as naturally-occurring, stable solids with a specified chemical 

composition, that exhibit some aspect of long-range atomic order.[116] There are a large 

number of materials that are structurally- or chemically-related to minerals, which can be 

produced via chemical modification of a natural mineral or in an entirely synthetic 

approach. Some of the most common materials that fall into this category are the 

aluminosilicate zeolites, three-dimensional framework (or tecto-) silicates. There are ~45 

naturally-occurring zeolites (formally, therefore, minerals), but a vast number of materials 

with different framework topologies can be produced synthetically. Although briefly 

mentioned in this section, NMR study of zeolites will be considered in the next section in 

more detail. The structural study of minerals clearly has important implications in geology 

and geochemistry, enabling an understanding of the physical and chemical properties of 
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the surface and inner layers of our planet. However, a better insight into structure-

property relationships in minerals will also be of benefit in understanding the related 

materials used widely in industry.  

 

While minerals, by definition, adopt structures with long-range order in at least 

some of their atomic positions, their composition often varies significantly, with extensive 

solid solutions formed. The bulk of the Earth’s crust and mantle is composed of 

magnesiosilicate and aluminosilicate minerals, but elements such as Fe, Ca, Na, K, F and H 

also play important roles.[117] Diffraction-based measurements typically provide 

information on the average structure, but for many decades mineralogy has looked to 

NMR spectroscopy to provide an atomic-level description of local structure and insight 

into disorder. The use of NMR in this context has probably been one of the most 

influential drivers of the early development of the technique, demonstrating the level of 

detailed information that is available. 29Si NMR spectroscopy is perhaps the most 

commonly-used approach, providing information on the coordination number of an atom 

(most typically Si or Al), the degree of silicate polymerisation (usually denoted in terms of 

Qn, where n is the number of bridging oxygens), and the substitution of atoms onto NNN 

sites. 27Al, 17O, 1H and 19F NMR spectroscopy have also been widely applied. For more 

information on NMR of minerals see Refs. [118-122]. 

 

Most minerals are composed of multicomponent solid solutions, posing a 

considerable challenge to determine (and perhaps even simply to describe) the structure. 

One of the most common substitutions found is that of Al into the tetrahedral silicate 

framework; a particular problem for X-ray diffraction owing to the isoelectronic nature of 

Si4+ and Al3+. NMR spectroscopy has been widely applied to determine the extent and 

nature of Si/Al ordering in many minerals, with the 29Si isotropic chemical shift changing 

by ~6 ppm for each NNN Al substituted.[118-122] In principle, the relative intensities of 

the spectral resonances can then provide information on the Si/Al ordering, as described 

(more generally) in Section 4. However, it has been shown in many cases that the Si/Al 

distribution is not random and Löwenstein’s rule of aluminium avoidance holds, i.e., Al-
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O-Al linkages do not occur. In this case, the equations in Section 4 can be simplified, and it 

is possible to determine the Si/Al ratio of a material directly from the 29Si MAS NMR 

spectrum using 

 

 

Si/Al  =  
I(Si(nAl))

n=0

4

∑

0.25  n I(Si(nAl))
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∑
  , 31 

where I(Si(nAl)) represents the intensity of the 29Si resonance corresponding to tetrahedral 

Si surrounded by n Al.[4,123] Although a number of cases have been found where there is 

some violation of Löwenstein’s rule, this is often minimal in low-temperature phases, but 

can be significant for materials that crystallize from melts or glasses. One of the most 

famous examples of this is Mg-cordierite (Mg2Al4Si5O18), where the Si/Al ratio determined 

from NMR spectroscopy differs from that determined using chemical analysis. The 

comparison of the two, however, does enable the number of Al-Al linkages to be 

determined. For zeolites, ordering beyond aluminium avoidance has been studied, with 

Dempsey’s rule (the minimisation of Al-O-Si-O-Al linkages) suggested, as described in the 

next section.[120,124] A recent study of Al/Si disorder combining NMR spectroscopy and 

DFT calculations was undertaken by Florian et al., using 29Si MAS and 27Al MAS and 

MQMAS NMR spectroscopy.[125] This work concerned gehlenite (Ca2Al2SiO7), which 

contains two T sites, one occupied by Al and the second by Si or Al. This results in two 

different possible environments for Si and seven for Al (resolved using MQMAS and 

assigned using multinuclear two-dimensional experiments and by comparison to DFT 

calculations for a series of 50 models based on supercells of gehlinite with Si and Al 

substituted onto different sites). The relative intensities of the resonances in both 29Si and 

27Al spectra reveal a deviation from Löwenstein’s rule, and a comparison of the width of 

the spectral lines with the calculated parameters enabled the distribution of geometrical 

parameters (i.e., T-O-T bond angles) to be determined.  

 

 Although Si/Al substitution is perhaps the most common form of disorder studied 

in minerals, a number of other cation and anion substitutions are also of importance, and 

have been studied using NMR spectroscopy. One example is Mg/Ca ordering in garnets, a 
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group of minerals with a general formula X3Y2Si3O12, which are common in metamorphic 

rocks and in the mantle. Early 29Si NMR of solid solutions between pyrope (X = Mg, Y = 

Al) and grossular (X = Ca, Y = Al) showed evidence of non-random Mg/Ca distributions, 

with small changes in the peak intensities observed for some samples when synthesis was 

carried out at a different temperature.[126] More recently, 17O MQMAS was able to resolve 

four distinct O environments, two corresponding to O bonded to 2 Mg and 2 Ca (i.e., as 

seen in end-member garnets) and two where O is bonded to 1 Ca and 1 Mg. The change in 

peak position as the Mg content increases was related to a shortening of the Ca-O bond 

length. In 2015, Palke et al. extended work in this area,[127] using 29Si and 27Al NMR to 

study cation disorder in Fe-containing garnets. The interaction with unpaired electrons on 

the substituted Fe results in large paramagnetic shifts of the spectral resonances, enabling 

information on the Fe distribution to be obtained.  

 

 In different types of minerals there is the possibility of more significant cation and 

anion disorder. For example, phyllosilicates (or sheet silicates) are formed from parallel 

sheets of SiO4 tetrahedra, joined by sheets of octahedrally-coordinated cations.[116] 

Phlogopite (KMg3(AlSi3)O10(OH,F)2) from the mica family of layered silicates, has been 

extensively studied by NMR spectroscopy, investigating Si/Al disorder within sheets, 

substitution of Mg/Si for Al (according to Tschermak’s substitution (where MgVI and SiIV 

are replaced by AlVI and AlIV)) and OH–/F– disorder on the anion lattice. In recent work, 

Langner et al. combined NMR spectroscopy and Monte Carlo simulations to study cation 

ordering in Al-rich phlogopites.[128] The work established that the cation ordering in the 

tetrahedral sheets obeyed Löwenstein’s rule (i.e., aluminium avoidance) but showed 

segregation of Al in the octahedral layers, with a preference for AlVI and AlIV to occupy 

neighboring sites. This results in a separation into clusters of phlogopite 

(KMg3(AlSi3)O10(OH)2) and eastonite (KMg2Al(AlSi2)O10(OH)2) regions, as shown in Figure 

14a, the configuration of neighboring tetrahedral and octahedral sheets produced from 

Monte Carlo simulations. The computational results were in good agreement with 

experiments, with the 1H/29Si HETCOR spectrum shown in Figure 14a, where the spectral 

intensities confirm that Al-rich Si environments in the tetrahedral sheet are more likely to 
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be found in close spatial proximity to Al-rich H environments in the octahedral sheets. The 

work of Fechtelkord and Langner in 2013 investigated the effects of OH–/F– substitution in 

the octahedral layer, using 1H/29Si and 19F/29Si CP experiments.[129] These showed that F– 

is usually located in Mg-rich octahedral and Si-rich tetrahedral clusters, while OH– are 

found in Al-rich octahedral and tetrahedral regions. Thus, the incorporation of F– into 

phlogopite significantly reduced the capacity of the structure to incorporate Al.  

 

 Clay minerals are a very important group of phyllosilicates, all of which contain 

tetrahedrally- and octahedrally-coordinated cations, and which can be differentiated into 

different groups by their layer spacings.[116] NMR has played a significant role in the 

study of clays (and related layered materials), providing information on the ordering of 

cations within the layers, the presence and distribution of any charge-balancing anions, 

and the nature and position of the interlayer material.[120-122] One of the most studied 

clay minerals is montmorillonite, which has general formula 

(Na,Ca)0.33(Al,Mg)2(Si4O10)(OH)2.nH2O. A detailed NMR investigation into synthetic and 

natural montmorillonite was undertaken by Cadars et al.[130] 29Si MAS NMR spectra were 

dominated by a broad, intense peak at –93.7 ppm (Q3), but contained a smaller shoulder at 

–88.6 ppm (assigned to Q3(1Al)), suggesting substitution of Al into the tetrahedral layers. 

This was confirmed by the presence of AlIV and AlVI species in the 27Al MAS NMR 

spectrum, and by 27Al{29Si} dipolar correlation (HMQC) spectroscopy, where a strong 

correlation of AlVI and Si Q3 species was observed (i.e., between layers), along with a 

second correlation between the Q3(1Al) 29Si and AlIV. 1H NMR was able to distinguish 

between Al2OH, MgAlOH, inter-layer water and adsorbed water. The 29Si NMR spectrum 

showed the presence of a broad component at –106 ppm, corresponding to a silicate phase 

with little or no order (and not observed by XRD). Further analysis of all NMR spectra 

enabled the Si/Al and Mg/Al ratios to be determined, and the composition of the clay to 

be revised. The assignment of all spectra was confirmed using DFT calculations of a 

number of structural models with differing cation arrangements. Calculated 1H chemical 

shifts contradicted the commonly-accepted relationship that the variation of the 1H 

chemical shift in clay minerals depends primarily on the orientation of the OH group (and, 
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hence, the hydrogen bond strength), demonstrating that Mg/Al substitution at 

neighbouring sites resulted in a significant 1H chemical shift. The DFT energies suggested 

a non-random distribution of Mg/Al in the octahedral layer, with adjacent Mg atoms 

present in only small amounts. A non-random cation distribution was also observed using 

NMR spectroscopy in layered double hydroxides (LDHs), a family of anionic clays.[131] 

Fast 1H MAS (i.e., ~60 kHz) was used to distinguish and quantify different local MgnAl3–

nOH (n = 1, 2 and 3) environments. The 1H and 27Al NMR spectra were assigned using DFT 

calculations. The relative proportions of each species (from integration of the assigned 

spectral resonances) suggested the clay was not perfectly ordered, with small amounts of 

Al clustering detected, demonstrating that, although not favoured, Al-O-Al linkages are 

not completely excluded in Al-rich LDHs. 

 

 NMR spectroscopy can also provide information on the chemical behavior of 

minerals, e.g., their response to thermal treatment or reaction, and the intercalation or 

grafting of small molecules (particularly for layered materials). In the latter case, NMR is 

used to determine the nature and proportion of small molecules present and to determine 

whether a molecule is grafted (i.e., a covalent bond is formed) or merely intercalated. An 

elegant example of this was provided by Senker and co-workers,[132] in 2011, who used 

multinuclear NMR spectroscopy to study the grafting of ethylene glycol to kaolinite (a 

clay mineral with formula Al2Si2O5(OH)4, used to produce paper, ceramics, cosmetics and 

paint). Grafting, rather than intercalation, of ethylene glycol onto the µ-bridged OH was 

confirmed using 27Al MQMAS NMR (which showed a considerable change in the local Al 

environment) and 13C/27Al REAPDOR measurements (which showed a C–AlVI distance of 

3.1 Å). The dynamic disorder of the grafted molecule (i.e., its orientation between the clay 

layers) was also studied using 1H NMR. The thermal behavior of kaolinite has also been 

the subject of much study by NMR, with heat treatment shown to initially lead to 

dehydroxylation before producing metakaolinite. This amorphous material is difficult to 

study by diffraction, but does retain some long-range order in the stacking of the clay 

layers, and is characterised by a 29Si resonance at –101.9 ppm and the presence of four-, 

five- and six-coordinate Al species. Figure 14b shows 27Al MAS NMR spectra of kaolinite 
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and the same sample calcined at varying temperatures.[133] The decomposition of 

kaolinite to metakaolinite begins at ~500 °C, with loss of all kaolinite at 650 °C. The 

spectrum of metakaolinite contains three main peaks at 4, 25, and 53 ppm (assigned to six-, 

five-, and four-coordinated Al), with a broad, low-frequency tail extending down to ca. 200 

ppm. Above 950 °C, metakaolinite transforms to amorphous material, mullite and some γ-

Al2O3, with the majority of Al having four- and six-coordinate environments.  

 

 As described in Section 6.1, there is a growing interest in the use of ceramic 

materials for the encapsulation of Ln- and An-bearing radioactive waste. One important 

challenge is to gain an understanding of the effects of radiation damage on the structure 

and stability of such materials. Minerals such as zircon (ZrSiO4) contain significant 

amounts of natural U and Th, and so provide considerable insight into the long-term (i.e., 

hundreds or even millions of years) structural changes that take place.[134-136] 29Si MAS 

NMR spectra of radiation-damaged zircons show a sharp signal at ~82 ppm, resulting 

from a crystalline region, with a broader signal to lower ppm, attributed to amorphised 

regions of the sample, as shown in Figure 15.[136] Amorphisation occurs owing to the α 

decay of U and Th, with the recoil of the heavy nucleus into the surrounding atoms upon 

emission of an α particle producing structural damage and a partially metamict structure, 

as shown in Figure 15.[137] The relative proportions of crystalline and amorphous regions 

depend upon the radiation dose (i.e., the amount of radioactive species present and the 

time during which decay has occurred). From quantitative 29Si NMR it is, therefore, 

possible to determine the number of atoms permanently displaced by each α-decay, with 

recent work suggesting as many as 5000-6000 atoms are displaced by a 30 keV 234U recoil 

in zircon.[134] This is a significant increase on the 1000-2000 atoms suggested by Monte 

Carlo simulations, but is in good agreement with MD simulations, as shown in Figure 

15.[137] The nature of the amorphised region produced by radioactive decay has also 

attracted debate. The 29Si chemical shift of the broad resonance might suggest Q2/3 species 

are present. Given the stoichiometry of ZrSiO4, the production of Si–O–Si linkages would 

then result in O atoms that are not bonded to Si. An average polymerisation of Q2/3 in the 

amorphous phase would be difficult to reconcile with charge balance and the new oxygen 
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species would need to be assigned to interstitial defect sites. DFT calculations of a high-

pressure polymorph of ZrSiO4 (reidite), and of amorphous ZrSiO4 showed that Q0 Si 

species could exhibit 29Si shifts between –90 and –96 ppm, thus making it difficult to 

unequivocally identify the extent of polymerization in the amorphous regions.[138,139] 

Insight was provided by 17O NMR, where bridging and non-bridging oxygens could 

clearly be resolved, as shown in Figure 15c.[140] However, these experiments posed a 

considerable experimental challenge as they had to be carried out at natural abundance 

levels (0.037% 17O), requiring both CPMG echo trains in acquisition and a pre-acquisition 

signal-enhancement scheme to be used to see signal on a reasonable timescale (e.g., 2.6 

days for the spectrum in Figure 15c). 

 

 A change in chemical composition, from aluminosilicates to Fe-bearing magnesium 

silicates, signifies the boundary of the Earth’s crust and mantle.[117] The mantle itself can 

be further subdivided into layers, according to the silicate phases present. The major 

component of the upper mantle is olivine Mg1.8Fe0.2SiO4, an iron-bearing form of forsterite 

(α-Mg2SiO4), while increasing pressure results in a transformation to Fe-bearing 

wadsleyite, β-(Mg,Fe)2SiO4, and ringwoodite γ-(Mg,Fe)2SiO4, in the upper and lower 

transition zone, respectively. Below this, at depths greater than 660 km, ringwoodite 

disproportionates to perovskite, (Mg,Fe)SiO3, and magnesiowustite, (Mg,Fe)O, in the 

lower mantle. Owing to the difficulties associated with obtaining natural mantle minerals, 

most NMR studies have typically focused on (Fe-free) synthetic samples produced at high 

pressure, resulting in very small sample volumes. A synthetic approach does, however, 

enable isotopic enrichment (e.g., of 29Si, 25Mg or 17O), significantly improving sensitivity. 

For a more detailed review on NMR of mantle silicates see Refs. [121,122]. In addition to 

characterizing the ordered Fe-free end members of each silicate phase, NMR has also been 

used to probe disorder in high-pressure minerals. Although Al is much less important in 

the mantle than in the crust, Al-rich phases may be present in subducted slabs, and low 

levels of Al substitution into mantle minerals could have important implications for the 

physical and chemical properties of the mantle. Palke et al.[141] used 27Al NMR to show 

that Al substituted onto the tetrahedral and octahedral sites (i.e., for Si and Mg, 
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respectively) in Al- and Fe-bearing perovskites. Substitution of Fe broadened the spectral 

lineshapes, and 29Si signal decreased significantly for 1-2.5% substitution, but showed little 

further change upon higher levels of substitution. In contrast, there was little effect on the 
27Al MAS spectrum for substitution levels of 1-2.5%, but signal was almost completely 

removed at 5% substitution. This suggested that Al3+ and Fe3+ occupy adjacent sites within 

the structure, i.e., there is a preference for coupled substitution and a non-random cation 

distribution.  

 

 Over the last few decades it has been realized that the nominally anhydrous 

minerals (NAMs) that make up the inner Earth can contain significant quantities of 

hydrogen, usually quoted in terms of the level of its oxide (i.e., water) present. Hydrogen 

is thought to be incorporated into NAMs as OH– groups, usually associated with defects in 

the lattice. The distribution of water in the mantle could significantly affect its properties. 

The difficulties of identifying H positions, and in particular when these are disordered, 

using diffraction, has led to significant interest in the use of NMR spectroscopy to provide 

information on the structure, disorder and dynamics present in NAMs. Early work 

typically used 1H NMR,[142,143] as the inherently high sensitivity of this nuclide is ideal 

for probing low OH concentrations. Also of interest was the observation that the 1H 

chemical shift showed a strong correlation with the strength of hydrogen bonding 

interaction, allowing the O–H…O bond lengths to be determined directly from the 

spectrum, for each species independently.[144] Work by Kohn and Keppler[142-144] 

estimated the solubility of H2O in a range of minor and major mantle silicates, with the 

water content determined from 1H NMR peak intensities. The latter work suggested that 

for samples prepared in the same way, broadly similar H2O concentrations were obtained 

by 1H NMR and FTIR (~150 ppm for forsterite and ~200 ppm for enstatite), although H2O 

concentrations were found to vary by orders of magnitude if samples were prepared 

and/or treated differently.  

 

 The difficulties associated with studying low levels of H in NAMs has resulted in 

interest in minerals that contain stoichiometric proportions of H as models for the hydrous 
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defects present in mantle minerals. One family of minerals that has attracted attention is 

the humites, which have been widely studied using NMR spectroscopy. These minerals 

have general formula nMg2SiO4.Mg(OH)2, where n = 1-4, and can be viewed as hydrated 

forms of forsterite, consisting of n forsterite-like layers separated by a layer of brucite 

(Mg(OH)2).[116] Diffraction confirms these phases are disordered, with two distinct H 

sites associated with each hydroxyl group, denoted H1 and H2, as shown in Figure 16a, 

each of which has an occupancy of 50%. However, adjacent H1 sites are separated only by 

~1 Å and are not occupied simultaneously. 17O MQMAS experiments (of minerals 

enriched to 35% in 17O) resolved 5 resonances for clinohumite (n = 4), as shown in Figure 

16b, although their relative intensities suggested that the 8 expected silicate O species were 

observed. (Note the hydroxyl O species was not detected using MQMAS in this early 

work, but was identified using static CP experiments).[145] To assign the spectrum DFT 

calculations were carried out on structural models with different arrangements of the OH 

groups within the unit cell.[146] The spectrum produced by summing the results together 

(i.e., assuming the disordered material contained all these local environments) was in poor 

agreement with experiment, while a spectrum simulated assuming fast exchange of OH 

groups (i.e., averaging of the NMR parameters for each O species between the different 

models) produced a much better result, as shown in Figure 16b. This suggests a dynamic, 

not a static, distribution of OH groups in clinohumite, a result verified using STMAS, 

where comparison of the experimental spectrum with those simulated using the DFT 

calculated NMR parameters (Figure 16c), and assuming exchange of H positions, was able 

to determine a rate constant, k, (at room temperature) of 3.2 × 105 s–1.[146] The presence of 

dynamic disorder in clinohumite was also confirmed using 2H NMR of a deuterated 

sample, with the linebroadening observed in the MAS spectrum (and shown in Figure 

16d), confirming the presence of microsecond-timescale dynamics, and enabling an 

activation energy of 40 kJ mol–1 to be estimated from an Arrhenius plot.[147]  

 

The substitution of hydroxyl groups for fluoride ions occurs commonly in nature 

for humites. For OH– groups adjacent to F– ions, occupancy of the H1 site is favoured due 

to the formation of a O–H…F hydrogen bond, as shown in Figure 16a. Diffraction data for 
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50%-substituted minerals have been interpreted as having full occupancy of a single H1 

site and, thus, as fully ordered. However, 19F NMR of such a sample showed four distinct 

resonances (as shown in Figure 16e), perhaps suggesting some disorder.[86] Assignment 

of the spectrum was carried out using J-resolved spectroscopy (where J coupling between 

species can be measured in a two-dimensional spectrum), and DFT calculations of both 

chemical shifts and J couplings, in a series of models with different positions and levels of 

F substitution in a supercell of clinohumite. As shown in Figure 16e, F resonances at high 

chemical shift result from species in F…H–O hydrogen bonds, but the species labeled FA 

and FB differ in the ordering of the next hydrogen bond along the chain (i.e., F…H–O or O–

H…F). In the case of F–Mg–F…HO linkages (FB), a surprising J coupling between the two 

F species was observed, demonstrated using DFT to have a considerable “through space” 

component, with the two F species separated by a distance (2.7 Å) slightly greater than the 

sum of the ionic radii.[86] However, the two species at lower shift, FC and FD, can only 

result from F-rich regions of the mineral, suggesting much more significant F–/OH– 

disorder than observed by diffraction. 

 

 Significantly higher levels of water can be stored in the transition-zone minerals, 

with wadsleyite and ringwoodite able to incorporate up to ~3.3% by weight, with H 

substitution thought to be charge-balanced by a Mg vacancy.[117] A number of theoretical 

studies have suggested protonation of the O1 site – an unusual O species coordinated by 

five Mg,[121] and Smyth suggested an ordered model for fully hydrous wadsleyite, with 

O1 protonation charge balanced by Mg2 vacancies.[148] However, a range of other studies 

suggested favourable protonation sites for all four O species. Early 1H NMR of hydrous 

wadsleyite (up to 1.5%) suggested more much disorder, with between 4 and 14 H sites 

suggested, depending on the hydration level.[149] A detailed study of hydrous 

wadsleyite, combining NMR and DFT calculations, was carried out by Griffin et al. 17O 

high-field (20.0 T) MAS and STMAS spectra of a sample with a water content of 3% 

showed a significant decrease in the intensity of the O1 resonance, and an increase in a 

resonance consistent with the formation of Mg-OH groups, confirming the majority of 

protonation was at O1.[150] However, broadening of the O3 and O4 (non-bridging) 
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lineshapes, also confirmed a disordered distribution of H sites. 1H NMR showed a 

resonance at ~4 ppm, consistent with Mg-OH protons (i.e., protonation of O1), and lower 

intensity resonances between 6 and 10 ppm. These were attributed to Si-OH groups using 
1H/29Si two-dimensional correlation experiments, while 1H/17O correlation experiments 

confirmed two different types of OH species were present. DFT calculations for fully 

hydrated model structures revealed that best agreement with the experimental 17O NMR 

lineshape was observed when hydration was balanced by Mg3 vacancies, and poor 

agreement with experiment was observed for the structure proposed by Smyth (with Mg2 

vacancies). The assignment of resonances to Mg-OH and Si-OH species was also 

supported by DFT calculations, leading to an estimation of 85% of protonation occurring 

at O1, and 15% at silicate oxygens. As described in Section 5, and shown in Figure 10, 

AIRSS studies[93] have suggested that protonation of O1 is most favourable, with an 

increase in enthalpy required for protonation of O3 and O4 sites, and the NMR parameters 

calculated for these structures are in excellent agreement with the experimental results.  

  

6.3 Microporous Materials 

Microporous materials, containing molecule-sized (5-20 Å) channels and pores, are used in 

areas as diverse as gas storage or purification, drug delivery, catalysis, construction 

materials, data storage, chemical sensing, medicine and as a protecting-group strategy in 

organic synthesis.[151] Microporosity can be exhibited by a wide range of materials, 

ranging from the wholly inorganic (aluminosilicate zeolites, aluminophosphates (AlPOs), 

silicoaluminophosphates (SAPOs), metal-doped AlPOs (MAPOs), gallohpsphates 

(GaPOs), etc.), to organic-inorganic (e.g., metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) and 

coordination polymers) to wholly organic (covalent organic frameworks (COFs), etc.). 

Much effort has been devoted to characterising the structures of these types of materials 

and relating this to their behaviour. For further detail on the application of solid-state 

NMR spectroscopy to microporous materials, readers are directed to the more general 

reviews in Refs. [2,108, 152-162]. 
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Solid-state NMR spectroscopy is routinely used to characterise inorganic 

microporous frameworks, often simply providing support for a crystal structure 

determined from Bragg diffraction. However, in many of these materials, compositional, 

positional, or temporal disorder exists and, as discussed above, solid-state NMR 

spectroscopy is uniquely placed to study these. The most well-known microporous 

frameworks are the aluminosilicate zeolites, some of which occur naturally as minerals, as 

described above, and many of which are now used industrially as highly selective 

catalysts. Aluminosilicates are based on the parent SiO2 composition, with the substitution 

of Al3+ for Si4+ leading to an overall negative charge on the framework. This can be 

balanced by the inclusion of cations within the pores (either organic structure-directing 

agents (SDAs) or metal cations), or Brønsted-acidic sites on the framework itself (i.e., 

protonation of one of the framework oxygen sites). As discussed above, when 

Löwenstein’s rule of Al-O-Al avoidance holds, the amount of Al present in the framework 

can be quantified from quantitative 29Si NMR spectroscopy.[4] However, particularly in 

zeolites with a Si/Al ratio of close to unity, Löwenstein’s rule can be violated. For 

example, in Linde type A (LTA) zeolite (with Al/Si = 1), rather than containing exclusively 

Si(OAl)4 species (i.e., Löwenstein-type ordering), Si(OAl)3(OSi) species were observed by 
29Si NMR spectroscopy, thereby also implying the existence of Al(OAl)(OSi)3 

species.[163,164] The “forbidden” Al-O-Al linkages can also be observed directly by 17O 

NMR spectroscopy, as demonstrated by Stebbins et al.[165] for natural stilbite, enriched by 

exchange with 17OH2. The Al-O-Al species has a higher chemical shift than either Al-O-Si 

or Si-O-Si, making it readily distinguishable in an MQMAS NMR spectrum. 

 

The universal validity of Dempsey’s rule of Al-O-Si-O-Al avoidance discussed 

briefly above is unclear for zeolites as, in many framework types, these linkages appear 

allowed, or even favoured.[120,124] In one particularly detailed study, Melchior et al.[166] 

used post processing to improve the resolution of the 29Si MAS NMR spectra of FAU-type 

aluminosilicates with Si/Al ratios of 1.28 to 5.31. The authors showed that Al-O-Si-O-Al 

linkages were strongly disfavoured when the two Al atoms were in the same double six-

membered ring (D6R) unit, but this was less true when the two Al atoms were in different 
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D6Rs. This indicates that the first stage of the synthesis is formation of the D6Rs in 

solution, where Dempsey’s rule is followed but, when the zeolitic framework begins to 

form by condensation of the D6Rs, only Löwenstein’s rule appears to be obeyed. 

 

The number, distribution and strength of acid sites present in zeolites are factors 

crucial to their catalytic performance. Brønsted acid sites can be investigated either 

directly by 1H NMR spectroscopy, or by the use of “probe molecules”, which interact with 

the acid sites and provide a characteristic spectroscopic signature. For Lewis-acidic sites, 

the use of probe molecules is required – see the more specialist reviews in Refs. [154-

156,158,159] for more detail. The dynamic behaviour of molecules within zeolites can also 

be probed by solid-state NMR spectroscopy. As discussed above, variable-temperature 2H 

NMR experiments are an excellent probe of dynamics on the microsecond timescale, 

typical of confined molecules.[64,157] In one recent example, Kolokolov et al.[167] used 2H 

NMR spectroscopy to confirm that C2D4 adsorbed in Ag/H-ZSM-5 was bound to the Ag+ 

cation in an η2 mode and displayed two C2 rotations: about the C=C bond with an 

activation barrier of 2.3 kJ mol–1 and about the π-Ag bond with an activation energy of 4.7 

kJ mol–1, as shown in Figure 17. NMR spectroscopy has also been applied to more detailed 

studies of the reactions involving zeolites themselves, including in situ crystallisation 

studies[168] and post-synthetic disassembly and rearrangement, e.g., in the so-called 

assembly-disassembly-organisation-reassembly (ADOR) route.[169,170] 

 

Compositionally similar to zeolites are mesoporous silicas, aluminosilicas and 

aluminas. These materials have larger pores, such that the guest molecules are not in such 

close confinement as in microporous materials, and the interactions considered are closer 

to molecule-surface than molecule-pore wall. NMR spectroscopy is commonly used to 

confirm the degree of condensation (e.g., 29Si NMR spectroscopy can be used to quantify 

the number of Q3 and Q4 species present), the number and type of OH species present and 

whether surface modification (e.g., grafting of organosilanes) has occurred.[153,157] 

Recent applications of solid-state NMR spectroscopy to mesoporous silicas have often 

been assisted by the signal enhancement of DNP,[44,171] which has allowed, for example, 
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the rapid acquisition of natural-abundance two-dimensional 1H-13C, 1H-15N and 1H-29Si 

correlation spectra for surface species in a functionalised mesoporous silica, at a 

concentration of only 0.24 mmol mL–1.[172] With the authors estimating a reduction in 

experimental times of a factor of ~12700, it is clear that DNP-enhanced experiments will 

open the avenue to probe even very dilute surface species in mesoporous materials by 

NMR spectroscopy. Beyond mesoporous materials, the study of surfaces of similar 

composition (e.g., in catalyst supports) has long been an aim of NMR spectroscopy, 

although studies have typically been hampered by the low concentration of the active sites 

and the fact that the signal from the bulk of the material typically dominates the spectrum. 

Recently, the surface-selective nature of DNP-enhanced NMR spectroscopy has been 

employed to great effect to both improve the absolute signal per unit time from the 

surface, and also its intensity relative to the bulk. This so-called surface-enhanced NMR 

spectroscopy (SENS) has great promise for the study of surfaces, potentially enabling the 

acquisition of advanced multidimensional or multinuclear experiments in a feasible 

timescale.[171] 

 

Related to zeolites, and capable of forming many of the same framework types, 

AlPOs have a formula of AlPO4 (isoelectronic with SiO2) and display strict alternation of 

AlO4 and PO4 tetrahedra. This gives a charge-neutral framework with relatively simple 
27Al and 31P spectra, where the number of resonances is (in principle) equal to the number 

of crystallographically-distinct Al or P sites. Owing to the neutral framework charge and 

the presence of cationic SDAs in the pores, as-made AlPOs contain framework-bound 

anions, leading to five- and six-coordinate Al species as well as the expected tetrahedral 

species, and many AlPOs also contain crystallographic water molecules in the pores. For 

ordered AlPOs, it has been demonstrated that DFT calculations have been shown to 

provide excellent agreement with both NMR and crystallographic experiments, provided 

careful optimisation of the geometry is carried out.[77,78] The success of DFT calculations 

in predicting the NMR parameters of AlPOs has led to the technique being adopted 

extensively to support many NMR-crystallographic investigations of disorder in recent 

years.[9,10,152,153] For example, in the SAT-type AlPO STA-2, X-ray crystallography 
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determined the structure shown in Figure 18(a).[173,174] There are two cancrinite cages 

per unit cell, each with three possible sites for the OH– anions. These sites are equivalent 

by the symmetry imposed by the R 3  space group, but have an occupancy of 0.33 as, for 

charge-balancing, only two of these sites can be occupied in any one unit cell. Seymour et 

al. combined one- and two-dimensional NMR experiments and DFT calculations to 

investigate the distribution of the anions.[174] The NMR parameters were calculated for a 

series of structural models with different OH sites occupied each time. The calculated 31P 

and 27Al isotropic shifts were compared with experimental J-HETCOR spectra (using the 

nominally through-bond INEPT magnetisation transfer), as shown in Figure 18(b), and it 

was possible to show that models with two OH– located in the same cancrinite cage were 

not observed experimentally, while the models where the OH groups were placed on Al 

that shared a double four ring (D4R) were also disfavoured.  

 

Another example of anion disorder can be seen for AlPO-CJ2 (nominal formula 

(NH4)0.89(H3O)0.11(AlPO4)(OH)0.33(F)0.67), which has been studied in detail by Taulelle and co-

workers by multinuclear NMR spectroscopy.[175-178] The crystal structure contains two 

anion sites (bridging AlV-X-AlVI and terminal AlVI-X) that were believed to be randomly 

occupied by either OH– or F–. 19F NMR confirmed that the fluoride occupies the bridging 

and terminal anion sites, and the presence of signals at –121 and –124 ppm was attributed 

to terminal F– adjacent to bridging OH– or F–, respectively, with the relative intensities 

indicating that the AlV-OH-AlVI-F motif is most prevalent.[177,178] Detailed high-

resolution homo- and heteronuclear correlation spectra provided further insight and 

allowed the authors to suggest that the synthesis of AlPO-CJ2 starts with the formation of 

four-membered units, which condense with the random loss of OH– or F– to give a 

statistical distribution of bridging anions.[175-177] Taulelle and co-workers applied a 

similar approach to investigate the anion distribution in AlPO DNL-1 (-CLO framework 

type).[178] It was shown that F– could either reside in a D4R cage or was bound terminally 

to Al or P and, where terminal F– was present, this prevented occlusion of fluoride in the 

adjacent D4R. 
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DNL-1 also highlights the use of “co-templating”, where multiple organic species 

are present in solution during the synthesis of the material. It is often unclear from 

crystallography whether these species are all included in the as-made material. DNL-1 is 

synthesised in the presence of 1-ethyl,3-methylimidazolium (emim) and 1,6-

diaminohexane (hda), both of which are incorporated into the structure, as confirmed by 
13C and 15N NMR spectroscopy.[178] Two well-defined and magnetically-distinct locations 

were observed for the emim (in the lta-type pores and at channel intersections), while the 

hda was located only within the lta-type pores, but in a random orientation. In contrast, 

for STA-15, although a co-templating effect is observed (i.e., crystallisation is increased 

when tetraphenylphosphonium and an azaoxacryptand are added to the 

tetrapropylammonium used as an SDA), 13C NMR clearly shows that the co-templates are 

not included into the final product.[179] 

 

Decomposition of the organic species under the synthesis conditions can often lead 

to AlPOs containing unexpected SDAs, sometimes as a mixture of species. For example, 

the decomposition of dialkylformamide solvents often leads to the exclusive incorporation 

of the dialkylammonium species in the final AlPO.[180] Kongshaug et al.[181] used 13C 

NMR to demonstrate that, while tetramethylammonium is the dominant SDA in UiO-12 

(giving an intense resonance at 36.3 ppm), a minor resonance at 28.1 ppm is indicative of 

the presence of ~35 mol% methylamine. Rather than decomposition of the solvent, Griffin 

et al. observed that, during ionothermal synthesis of CHA-type SIZ-4, the 1-alkyl,3-

methylimidazolium cations could undergo a transalkylation reaction.[182] When 1-

butyl,3-methylimidazolium (bmim) is used as the ionic liquid, the 1,3-dibutylimidazolium 

product is too large to fit within the CHA cage and an ordered material containing only 

1,3-dimethylimidazolium (dmim) forms. However, when the ionic liquid is 1-ethyl,3-

methylimidazolium, both the initial ion and the 1-ethyl,3-methylimidazolium (emim) 

product can be incorporated into the cages and a disordered material (as evidenced by 

multiple resonances in the 13C NMR spectrum shown in Figure 18(c)) is formed. If the 

counterion is changed (from bromide) to the more nucleophilic chloride, only dmim is 

then detected within the pores using 13C NMR spectroscopy.  
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In addition to the static disorder discussed above, AlPOs may exhibit temporal 

disorder, particularly motion of the SDA or other guest molecules. One of the earliest 

investigations of guest dynamics in AlPOs was the motion of D2O in the so-called “triple 

helix” of water in VPI-5 (VFI-type framework). By comparing simulated and experimental 
2H NMR spectra, Goldfarb et al.[183] proposed a six-site exchange model, which could 

explain the experimental lineshapes at 244 K and at 275-337 K. However, between 244 and 

275 K poor agreement was observed. Duer et al.,[184] demonstrated that, by coupling the 

Goldfarb model with a C2 rotation of the Al-bound water molecule, excellent agreement 

with experiment was achieved. Variable-temperature 2H NMR spectroscopy has also been 

used to study dynamics of a range of other guest molecules within AlPOs.[185,186] 

Antonijevic et al.,[66] recorded variable-temperature 27Al MQMAS and STMAS spectra of 

AlPO-14 containing isopropylammonium or piperidinium. The µs-timescale dynamics of 

the SDA led to a temperature-dependent broadening of the satellite transitions and, hence, 

a broadening of the isotropic dimension of the STMAS spectrum but not the MQMAS 

spectrum. 

 

On a slower timescale (typically hours to days), calcined AlPOs are hygroscopic. 

While the crystal structures of a few calcined, hydrated AlPOs have been determined, 

including two hydrated forms of CHA-type AlPO-34 containing either 11 of 12 water 

molecules per unit cell,[187,188] it is generally difficult to identify the positions of water 

molecules within the framework, owing to their mobility. As shown in Figure 18(d), even 

when left on the bench exposed to ambient moisture, a sample of calcined AlPO-34 

hydrates overnight and then exists as a dynamic mixture of the two possible hydrated 

structures in varying proportions. Ashbrook et al.[189] used 31P and 27Al NMR to 

demonstrate that the as-made AEN-type AlPO, JDF-2, was also hygroscopic, converting to 

AlPO-53(A) on exposure to ambient moisture on the timescale of weeks. Although the two 

structures have the same framework type and SDA (methylamine), JDF-2 has the space 

group Pcab, whereas the water in AlPO-53(A) lowers the symmetry to P212121, doubling 
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the number of crystallographically-distinct P and Al sites. The transformation could 

readily be followed by 31P MAS and 27Al MQMAS NMR. 

 

When AlPOs are doped to give SAPOs (Si4+ substitution) or MAPOs, (substitution 

of divalent metal cations, M2+), the compositional disorder and additional requirements for 

charge balancing (by, e.g., anion vacancies or Brønsted acid site formation) leads to more 

complicated NMR spectra.[152,161,190] As it is challenging to obtain information on the 

spatial arrangement of Si in SAPO frameworks using crystallographic techniques, much of 

the evidence for the proposed substitution mechanisms comes from either 29Si NMR 

spectroscopy or theoretical calculations. Substitution is expected to occur at a P site (as 

substitution on an Al site would lead to four disfavoured P-O-Si linkages), although the 

combined substitution of Al and P, forming so-called “silica islands” can avoid such 

unfavourable linkages. 29Si MAS NMR allows the identification and quantification of 

Si(4Al) species (isolated substitutions) and Si(3Al), Si(2Al), Si(1Al) and Si(0Al) species, 

which are evidence of silica islands.[190,191] For example, the presence of silica islands 

has been investigated in the chabazite-type SAPOs, SAPO-34 and CAL-1, which have 

different Si content.[192,193] As shown in Figure 19(a), spectra for the materials with 

higher Si content are dominated by Si(4Al), but resonances for Si(3Al), Si(2Al), Si(1Al) and 

Si(0Al) are also present. At lower Si content, only the Si(4Al), Si(3Al) and Si(2Al) 

resonances are present, indicating that a smaller number of smaller silica islands are 

present. The ordering observed for Si substitution depends to some extent on the 

framework structure, but also on the synthetic approach used.  

 

For MAPOs, the mechanism of substitution is straightforward, with M2+ replacing 

Al3+, resulting in 31P NMR spectroscopy being the ideal tool to probe the occupancy of the 

neighbouring Al/M sites, as the 31P NMR parameters vary with the number of P-O-M 

linkages. For example, Philippou et al.[194] carried out a 31P magic-angle turning (MAT) 

NMR experiment (shown in Figure 19(b)) for SOD-type MgAPO-20 and showed a 

systematic shift of ca. +6 ppm per additional NNN Mg. The 31P CSA also varied, with the 

increased span reflecting the more distorted local geometry, and the variation in skew 
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reflecting the change in point symmetry at the P site. Seymour et al. recently carried out a 

detailed experimental and computational study of the Mg and Zn substitution in STA-2 

and observed a similar trend in 31P isotropic shift for both materials.[81] 1H and 27Al NMR 

spectra showed that loss of bridging OH– was the charge-balancing mechanism, and 

indicated preferential substitution of Mg2+ for Al1 (located in single 6-membered rings) 

rather than Al2 (located in D6Rs). Most other MAPOs include (nominally divalent) 

transition metal cations, generally chosen for their favourable catalytic behaviour. The 

presence of unpaired electrons and potentially variable oxidation states of these species 

make solid-state NMR spectroscopy more challenging. The first reported NMR 

experiments on a paramagnetic MAPO were by Canesson and Tuel,[195] who recorded 

the 31P NMR spectra of CoAPO-50. A single resonance was observed at –30 ppm in the 31P 

MAS NMR spectrum, arising from P(OAl)4 sites, but with intense spinning sidebands 

typical of a large paramagnetic shift anisotropy and indicating a pseudocontact interaction 

with Co2+. The static 31P spectrum revealed an additional, very broad resonance, from 

around 0 to 9000 ppm with a maximum at 2520 ppm, corresponding to P with at least one 

Co2+ NNN, experiencing a large through-bond hyperfine interaction. The authors recorded 

a 31P shift of ~9500 ppm for P(OCo)4 in the cobaltophosphate, DAF-2 and, therefore, 

assumed that each P-O-Co2+ linkage contributed around 2000 to 3000 ppm to the position 

of the peak maximum. More recently, Mali et al.[196] studied a series of CHA-type 

MAPOs containing Ni, Co, Fe and Mn and showed that a similar broad resonance was 

present in the static 31P NMR spectra of all materials apart from the as-made MnAPO 

(where the absence of the resonance was attributed to very rapid relaxation rendering it 

invisible, as the 31P NMR spectrum of the calcined MnAPO did exhibit a very broad 

resonance). 

 

Gallophosphates (GaPOs) can also form many zeolitic framework types. However, 

their lower thermal stability and the high cost of Ga has resulted in less intense 

investigation of these materials. Solid-state NMR spectroscopy has been used both to 

confirm the structures of GaPOs and to investigate disorder within them. Examples 

include the identification of P(OGa)3(OH) and P(OGa)3(=O) species in the interrupted 
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(incompletely condensed) framework of GaPO4 cloverite using 31P MAS NMR[197] and 

investigation of the collapse of calcined, hydrated CHA-type GaPO-34 upon heating.[198] 

 

Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) comprise of inorganic nodes (typically metal 

cations or metal oxide/carboxylate-based clusters) connected in an infinite microporous 

framework by organic linkers (typically based on rigid aromatic molecules such as 

benzene-1,4-dicarboxylate (bdc) and benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxylate (btc)). In addition to 

displaying great structural flexibility, depending on the connectivities of the nodes and 

linkers chosen, there is often wide compositional flexibility for a given structure, with the 

same framework type forming with several different metals and/or linkers and the 

possibility of combining multiple metals or linkers into the same structure. For more 

information on the use of solid-state NMR for the characterisation of MOFs see Refs. 

[152,160]. 

 

In MOFs that exhibit isoreticularity, the same framework connectivity can form 

with linkers with different chemical functionality or physical size, allowing tuning of both 

the pore chemistry and volume.[151] MOFs can also be prepared with mixed linkers, 

allowing a further tuning of their properties. Kong et al.[199] recently probed the 

distribution of linkers in mixed-linker versions of MOF-5 using 13C-15N REDOR 

experiments to measure the mean distances between pairs of isotopically-labelled spins. 

As shown in Figure 20(a), comparison to MD calculations carried out assuming different 

ordering behaviour (e.g., large clusters, small clusters, random distribution or alternating 

linkers), the linker distribution present could be determined. The most complex system 

investigated with the authors contained three linkers, all of which were shown to be in 

alternation. The structures generated by MD also allowed the calculation of theoretical 

CO2 adsorption isotherms for the MOFs, which confirmed the ordering determined by the 

NMR experiments, demonstrating the link between the atomic-scale distribution of the 

linkers and the bulk properties of the material. Jayachandrababu et al.[200] used high-

resolution 1H spin-exchange experiments, combined with MD, to probe the short-range 
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ordering within a series of zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs), demonstrating an 

intimate mixing of the linkers within the MOFs (rather than clustering behaviour).  

 

It is also possible to prepare MOFs with mixed metals, again providing fine tuning 

of the properties of the material. The NMR parameters of metal centres in MOFs have been 

shown to be sensitive to the structure of the materials[152,153,201] and these can provide 

information on the cation distribution in mixed-metal MOFs. However, in mixed Sc/Al 

MIL-100, Mitchell et al. were unable to unambiguously determine whether the individual 

trimeric metal nodes contained mixtures of Sc and Al, owing to the additional OH/H2O 

disorder present within the coordination sphere of the metal centres.[202] This latter 

disorder was shown to dominate the 45Sc NMR parameters. Gul-E-Noor et al. used 1H and 
13C MAS NMR spectra to characterise the Cu/Zn HKUST-1 series, where the presence of 

the paramagnetic Cu2+ and diamagnetic Zn2+ led to more distinct shift differences.[203] 

Some MOFs also contain mixed anionic species, which often cannot be distinguished by 

crystallographic techniques, but can readily be studied by NMR spectroscopy. For 

example, Cadiau et al.[204] used quantitative 1H and 19F NMR spectroscopy to characterise 

OH–/F– disorder in CuAlF4.5(OH)0.5(H2O)[HAmTAZ]2 (HAmTAZ = 3-amino-1,2,4-triazole). 

Owing to the paramagnetic Cu2+ centres, integration over the intense spinning sidebands 

was required to achieve full quantification, after which it was clear that the relative 

intensity of the 19F resonance corresponding to Al-F-Cu species was lower than expected, 

indicating that some Al-OH-Cu bridges must also occur. He et al.[205] recorded the 17O 

NMR spectra of enriched MOFs and showed that, for UiO-66 (Zr6O4(OH)4(bdc)6), the three 

types of O site present (µ3-OH, µ3-O and -CO2) had very different chemical shifts (65, 386 

and 278 ppm, respectively) and quadrupolar coupling parameters (6.5, 2.0 and 7.1 MHz, 

respectively), allowing the very clear identification of the two types of anion in the 

inorganic Zr6O4(OH)4 units. 

 

In addition to preparing MOFs directly with a given chemical functionality, post-

synthetic modification can be used to introduce new active sites after a MOF has been 

prepared.[206] Since the modifications are rarely periodic, solid-state NMR spectroscopy 
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is commonly used to confirm that the modification has taken place and, in some cases, to 

quantify the extent of the transformation. For example, Wittmann et al.[207] modified 

NH2-functionalised MIL-101 with phenylisocyanate, to give pendant phenylurea groups, 

which improved the water stability of the MOF. As shown in Figure 20(b), 15N NMR 

spectroscopy confirmed that all NH3 groups had been converted to the urea linkage. 

Despite a marginally higher water uptake for the modified MOF, 1H-27Al dipolar HMQC 

correlation spectra (Figure 20(c)) were able to demonstrate that there was less water 

spatially near the Al centres. 

 

 The linkers in many MOFs exhibit dynamic disorder: particularly bdc, which can 

undergo C2 flipping, dabco (1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane), which can undergo C3 rotation, 

and imidazolates, which can undergo wagging and rocking motions.[151] Variable-

temperature 2H NMR spectroscopy of MOFs prepared with deuterated linkers is used 

regularly to investigate this motion in diamagnetic MOFs (a typical set of spectra, 

recorded for Sc2(bdc)3[208] is shown in Figure 21(a)). Comparison to simulation shows that 

the experimental spectra contain signals for the two distinct linkers in this MOF, but only 

one of which is undergoing a 180° flip of the benzene ring. However, fewer studies have 

been carried out in paramagnetic MOFs owing to the additional practical challenges to 

spectral acquisition. Kolokolov et al.[209] studied the motion of the benzene rings in 

paramagnetic MIL-53(Cr) and MIL-47(V), showing that the lineshapes were a combination 

of the usual quadrupolar broadening and a large paramagnetic shift anisotropy for the 

MIL-53(Cr), but that the PSA contribution was much smaller for the MIL-47(V). In 

addition to linker rotation, the flexibility of MOFs also can result in motion of the entire 

framework. This change in framework configuration, often termed “breathing”, may lead 

to a new crystalline phase (as is the case with MIL-53, which has an extremely complex 

conformational landscape[210,211]) or, in some cases, to a more disordered phase. For 

example, the dehydration of STAM-1 (Cu(mmbtc), mmbtc = monomethyl ester of btc) 

leads to a lowering of the overall symmetry of the material and loss of long-range order, as 

evidenced by both splitting and broadening of the resonances in the 13C NMR 

spectrum.[212,213] 
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Solid-state NMR spectroscopy has been extensively applied to characterise guest 

molecules in MOFs, particularly where these exhibit spatial or temporal disorder and are, 

therefore, difficult to observe by crystallographic techniques.[152,153,214] In MOFs 

containing open metal sites, guest molecules are often bound to these and variation in the 
2H, 13C or 17O anisotropic NMR parameters with temperature can be used to determine the 

type and rate of restricted motion occurring, giving information on the binding strength 

and mode.[215-219] One of the systems studied in most detail to date is CO2 adsorbed in 

Mg-CPO-27 (Mg2(dobdc), dobdc = 2,5-dioxobenzene-1,4-dicarboxylate). Kong et al.[215] 

used the CSA of 13CO2 to investigate this binding, showing that the CO2 molecule rotated 

about the Mg-O bond axis at an angle, θ, which varied from 69° at 210 K to 56° at 375 K, as 

shown in Figure 21(b). However, this model was subsequently revised by Wang et al.,[216] 

who used the 17O NMR spectrum of C17O2 to show that, in addition to the rotation about 

the Mg-O axis, a local “wobbling” occurred about the molecular axis at an angle, α, as well 

as a six-site exchange between equivalent binding sites (Figure 21(c)). Chemisorption of 

CO2 to give the formation of carbamates (reaction with NH2 functionality)[218] or 

carbonates (reaction with OH functionality)[219] has also been confirmed by solid-state 13C 

NMR. As discussed above for linker motion, static 2H NMR spectroscopy can also be used 

to provide detailed information on the motion of guests within MOFs. 

 

Wholly-organic crystalline microporous frameworks are a relatively new class of 

materials and the application of NMR spectroscopy to their characterisation has been 

almost exclusively to confirm an ordered structure. However, a recent study by Blanc et 

al.[220] has shown the potential of DNP-assisted 13C and 15N NMR spectroscopy (at natural 

abundance) to provide detailed structural information for a series of microporous organic 

polymers (MOPs) with mixed organic functionality. 

 

6.4 Molecular Systems 

It might be thought that structural characterisation of molecular solids is an easier 

prospect than that of the extended systems discussed above, as information on the 
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structure of the molecule itself is available from techniques such as solution-state NMR 

spectroscopy or mass spectrometry and, in many cases, single-crystal XRD experiments 

are also feasible. However, systems with significant disorder or dynamics, materials where 

single crystals can't be grown and the accurate determination of H positions can still pose 

a significant challenge. NMR has been widely used to study the rich polymorphism that is 

often found for molecular systems, as the chemical shift is a very sensitive probe of the 

local environment (including both the covalent bonds that are formed and the spatial 

proximity of other nuclei).[221-226] As such, this can provide information not just on 

molecular structure (as in solution-state NMR) but also on the spatial arrangement of 

molecules in the solid state (i.e., the crystal packing), and the number of distinct molecules 

within a structure. Figure 22a shows 13C CP MAS spectra of two forms of finasteride.[227] 

In Form I, only one signal is observed for each carbon in the molecule, confirming just one 

molecule is present in the asymmetric unit. However, the spectrum for Form II is not only 

clearly different (e.g., the change in chemical shift for carbon 1) but the splitting of each 

resonance reveals there are two distinct molecules in the structure. In recent work, Harris 

and co-workers have demonstrated how NMR spectroscopy can be used to follow 

crystallisation of small molecules (and to identify the formation of unusual or new 

polymorphs during this process) using an in situ approach termed CLASSIC (Combined 

Liquid- And Solid-State In situ Crystallization) NMR.[228-232] In this method, a 

homogenous solution is initially prepared inside a sealed insert within a rotating NMR 

rotor at high temperature. Crystallization is induced by a rapid decrease in temperature, 

forming a supersaturated solution, and can be followed by the interleaved acquisition of 

alternating solution-state (direct acquisition) and solid-state (using CP) NMR spectra. For 

glycine,[231,232] the in situ 13C spectra of 13C-enriched molecules showed the formation of 

the α polymorph from an aqueous solution, whereas crystallization from deuterated water 

initially formed the α polymorph (in 1.5 h), but this then transformed to the γ polymorph 

at longer times. The β polymorph could be formed by in situ crystallization from a 

methanol/water solution, and transformed to the α polymorph over longer times. 
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In addition to the chemical shift, interactions between spins can also inform on the 

three-dimensional arrangement of molecules in the solid. It is possible to measure dipolar 

couplings (and, therefore, corresponding distances or spatial proximities) using 

techniques such as REDOR and two-dimensional correlation spectra.[2,3] In solution, J 

couplings are exclusively intramolecular interactions, but in solids they can also provide 

information on the hydrogen-bonding motifs that direct molecular packing. As an 

example, Figure 22b shows two-dimensional 15N homonuclear correlation spectra of 

deoxyguanosine derivatives.[226,233] The pairs of peaks either side of the diagonal 

indicate an interaction between two nuclei, and while most signals result from 

intramolecular interactions, the correlations highlighted (N1-N7 and N2-N7) provide 

information on the intermolecular hydrogen bonds present and the self-assembly of the 

molecules into ribbons or quartets. More recently, intermolecular J couplings have been 

observed between chalcogen-containing aromatic molecules.[234,235] Although often 

termed “through-space” J couplings, these interactions are between two atoms that lie 

within or close to the sum of their van der Waals radii, leading to significant electron 

density between them, although a formal covalent bond would not be drawn. The 77Se 

MAS NMR spectrum of Naphtho[1,8-cd]1,2-diselenole tertbutylphosphine exhibited two 

different couplings to 31P (of similar magnitude, ~320-340 Hz); one conventional through-

bond coupling to the adjacent 31P atoms, and one intermolecular coupling to 31P in the next 

molecule (a distance of 3.5 Å).[234] Perhaps of more interest in the context of disorder, was 

the observation of a 31P/31P J coupling (88 Hz) between crystallographically-equivalent P 

species in two separate molecules. Interestingly, in a fraction of the molecules (27%) the 

expected magnetic equivalence of the two P species was lifted by an intramolecular 

heteronuclear coupling to 77Se, reflecting an “isotopic disorder” of the only NMR-active 

isotope (77Se, 7.6%).[235] 

 

 In many cases, the structures of polymorphs (and particularly the H positions and 

any hydrogen-bonding networks) are solved or refined using an NMR crystallographic 

approach, where DFT calculations (on proposed or partial structural models produced by 

diffraction) are combined with NMR spectroscopy. For example, Kibalchenko et al.,[236] 
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studied three possible models for the hydrogen-bonding network in α-D-galactose. Upon 

computational optimization, two models were indistinguishable, but calculation of the 1H 

NMR parameters were able to determine which of the remaining two options matched 

best with experiment. In some cases, where structural models are unavailable or 

incomplete, it is possible to use computational crystal structure prediction (CSP)[11,237-

239] to determine the structure of one or more polymorphic forms of a solid. This typically 

involves a conformational search for an isolated molecule using molecular mechanics 

(MM), followed by the generation of a range of candidate structures using Monte Carlo 

techniques. These structures are then optimized computationally, before the lower-energy 

structures are selected as possible solutions and calculated parameters compared to 

experiment. The AIRSS[91,92] approach (discussed above) can also be used in a similar 

manner.  

 

 Although many polymorphs of pure samples themselves exhibit an ordered 

structure, many real samples can contain mixtures of polymorphs, or pseudopolymorphs 

(i.e., crystalline solid adducts containing solvent molecules within the structure, in either 

stoichiometric or non-stoichiometric proportions).[221,223,224] NMR can be used not only 

to detect the proportion of polymorphs present but also the tautomeric forms of 

molecules, e.g., whether neutral molecules or zwitterions are seen. Resonances associated 

with the included solvents can be observed directly in the NMR spectrum, as also can 

changes in some of the chemical shifts of the molecule of interest, as a result of the 

variation in crystal packing or the different intermolecular interactions experienced. If 

spectra are sufficiently quantitative, the host/solvent ratio can also be 

determined.[221,223] For finasteride, discussed above, solvates are formed with acetic 

acid, ethyl acetate, diethylether, dioxane, isopropylalcohol and tetrahydrofuran. With the 

exception of acetic acid, all were found to be hemihydrates (with a finasteride:solvent ratio 

of 2:1), and to have a common structure.[227] Many pharmaceutical formulations are 

composed of complex mixtures that contain both the active pharmaceutical ingredient(s) 

(or APIs) and a number of excipients, including starch, talc, stearates, etc., to vary the 

physical and chemical properties of the material, many of which may also be less well 
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crystalline. NMR spectroscopy has been used to characterise the number and type of 

species present in these samples, as shown in Figure 22c for a simulated drug formulation 

containing 5% bambuterol hydrochloride (BHC),[221,223] with a number of studies 

devoted to developing protocols (often using internal standards) for quantification of the 

various crystalline and amorphous species present.[220,221,223,240] This was illustrated 

recently by Caldarelli and co-workers for Meprobamate, an anxiolytic agent.[241] To 

overcome some of the problems associated with low concentrations of APIs in tablet 

formulations it can be possible to utilise some of the less prevalent nuclei in these 

molecules, such as 19F, as demonstrated by Brus et al., for atorvastatin,[242] where only 

signal from the drug is then observed. 

 

 A pure molecular solid may exhibit some disorder, often in the position or 

orientation of a functional group on the molecule or of included solvent. This will lead to a 

variation in chemical shifts and, therefore, a line broadening. In some cases, resolution of 

all peaks and the extraction of structural information is still possible, although as the 

extent of disorder increases this can become increasingly difficult. For amorphous 

materials, peaks can be very broad, limiting the detailed information available, although 

chemically-different species may still be able to be distinguished. When samples are 

prepared by flash-freezing of liquids, a range of molecular conformations may be present 

in a solid, leading to linebroadening, while some processing (e.g., grinding) can induce 

recrystallization.[221,223] This can be easily followed using NMR, as shown by Apperley 

et al., where 13C CP MAS spectra showed crystallisation of amorphous nifedipine upon 

grinding, while indomethacin remained amorphous when subjected to the same 

process.[243] Recent work by Cadars et al. used computation to reproduce the variation in 

chemical shift that can occur from slight structural disorder (i.e., small conformational 

variations) in a molecular solid.[244] DFT calculations of the low-energy vibrational 

modes in bisphosphoamine were used to provide a set of physically reasonable local 

distortions, used to represent a static distribution of local geometries. 31P NMR parameters 

were calculated and used to simulate two-dimensional correlation spectra to identify the 

structures compatible with the local disorder (i.e., matching the shape of the cross peaks 
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observed, as discussed in Section 4). Emsley and co-workers[245] showed how high-

resolution spectra could be obtained from similar two-dimensional spectra of disordered 

solids. Using the correlation of the disorder in 13C and 31P shifts in N,N-bis-

(diphenylphosphino)-N-((S)-R-methylbenzyl)amine, they were able to obtain a sheared 

projection of a two-dimensional heteronuclear correlation spectrum that is free of any 

inhomogenous broadening (although this occurs in both direct and indirect spectral 

dimensions). The increased resolution enabled the 8 sites in the structure to be resolved 

and the correlations between them to be determined.  

 

 In many cases, disorder in the position of solvent molecules causes the disorder 

seen in NMR spectra of molecular solids. In recent work on Naproxen (a non-steroidal anti 

inflammatory), Bond et al.[246] combined XRD and NMR to study the structure of the 

tetrahydrate. Diffraction showed an average structure with space group C2, containing 

layers of ordered naproxen molecules, with 13C MAS NMR also showing two possible 

orientations of the carboxyl group. The Na+/H2O regions show complex disorder, but the 

single peak in the 23Na MAS NMR spectrum confirmed the local symmetry in these 

regions.[246] In some solids, the deviation from true periodicity can be caused by 

differences in the stacking of molecules (particularly for aromatic systems, where crystal 

packing can be determined by favourable π- π stacking interactions). This is the case for the 

molecules shown in Figure 23a, a hydroxyboroxophenanthrene (that forms a dimer in the 

solid state) and the corresponding anhydride.[87] The 13C spectrum of the anhydride 

shown in Figure 23b contains broadened lineshapes thought to result from a disordering 

of the orientation of the B-O-B bridges in the π stacks. This was confirmed using DFT 

calculations for a series of models with different stacking patterns, and the prediction of 

the variation in chemical shifts that these would produce. 11B MQMAS spectra were able to 

detect the solid-state transformation of the dimer to the anhydride (a reaction not 

observed by diffraction) upon gentle heating, by the appearance of a second resonance 

(shown by the green line in Figure 23c). A mechanism for this reaction within the solid 

state was suggested by computation, as shown in Figure 23d, where reaction of two halves 
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of two different stacked dimers can produce the anhydride with little effect on the 

surrounding structure.  

 

 For many molecular solids temporal disorder (i.e., dynamics) is also an important 

concern. As described in Section 4, the effect of dynamics on an NMR spectrum depends 

on the timescale of the motional process, and on the magnitude of the interactions that 

affect a spectrum. Variable-temperature NMR spectra reveal the presence of dynamics, 

either through line broadening, coalescence or changes in anisotropic lineshapes. By 

comparison to simulation it is possible to extract information on types and rates of motion, 

with Arrhenius-like plots providing activation energies. Relaxation measurements (as a 

function of temperature) can also provide insight into dynamic processes. These types of 

experiment have all been used to great effect on molecular solids. Recent examples include 
2H NMR of furosemide-isonicotinamide co-crystals, demonstrating fast exchange of the 

NH2 protons and rotation of the sulphonamide group around the C-S bond,[247] the use of 

EXSY experiments and 13C T1 relaxation measurements of formoterol fumerate to show 

fumarate motion (on a frequency of 100s of MHz) with an activation energy of 32 kJ mol–

1,[248] and variable-temperature 17O NMR of sulfonic acids, demonstrating a three-fold 

rotational jump of the SO3
– groups (with an activation energy of ~48 kJ mol–1).[249] Earlier 

work by Cutajar et al.,[250] demonstrated the linebroadening effect of microsecond 

timescale motion on the 2H MAS spectrum of oxalic acid. There are two 2H sites in the 

structure, i.e., CO2
2H and 2H2O species, with the latter exhibiting broader line owing to 

rotation around the C2 axis modifying the 2H quadrupolar interaction experienced. The 

origin of the broadening (i.e., as a result of dynamics and not a distribution of chemical 

shifts) was confirmed using two-dimensional double-quantum experiments, as the mI = +1 

 ↔ mI = –1 transition is unaffected by the quadrupolar interaction and so does not exhibit 

any motional broadening (but would be affected by a distribution of shifts). In a very 

elegant study, Hodgkinson and co-workers[251] combined XRD, NMR spectroscopy and 

MD simulations to investigate dynamic disorder of octafluoronapthalene (C10F8). Variable-

temperature 19F relaxation measurements were able to identify two distinct motional 

processes (a fast process with a correlation time of ns at ambient temperature, and a much 
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slower process on the µs timescale). As shown in Figure 24a, MD simulations reveal the 

faster process to involve a jump of ~40° in molecular orientation (Figure 24b). The more 

extreme rotations also observed are thought to bring about full rotation of the molecules in 

the solid, and lead to the variations observed in the T1ρ relaxation rate.  

 

6.5 Biomaterials 

Biomaterials are inherently disordered systems, often containing multiple interacting 

organic and inorganic phases. The application of solid-state NMR spectroscopy to 

structural biology is a vast and growing field, far beyond the scope of this review. Here, 

we will focus only on a few recent highlights in the field, showcasing the rich atomic-scale 

detail available from NMR spectroscopy, even in complex materials. For brevity, we have 

restricted our discussion to bioinorganic materials and, for more comprehensive reviews, 

readers are directed to Refs. [153,252-254] 

 

The precise microstructure of bone has been under scrutiny by solid-state NMR 

spectroscopy for years, with models based on apatite (Ca10(PO4)6(X)2 where, for 

hydroxylapatite (HA) X = OH, for fluorapatite (FA) X = F and for chlorapatite X = Cl), 

often substituted with Mg2+, CO3
2–, SiO4

4–, etc. to provide a more accurate model or to 

improve the properties of the material.[80,254-258] A great deal of detailed NMR 

experiments have been carried out for apatites, investigating the location of water 

molecules, the surface termination and the substitution of various anions and cations.[122] 

For example, Laurencin et al. used 43Ca NMR spectroscopy and DFT calculations to probe 

the substitution of Mg2+ into HA, showing that the Mg2+ preferentially occupies the 7-

coordinate Ca2 site rather than the 9-coordinate Ca1.[80] However, work recently reported 

by Duer and co-workers has led to a step-change in the understanding of the inorganic 

component of bone.[259,260] Using a combination of detailed NMR spectroscopy, X-ray 

diffraction and computational modelling, the authors were able to confirm that the 

inorganic platelets found in bone are best modelled as very thin apatite-like layers 

sandwiched between octacalcium phosphate (OCP) and separated by hydrated 

octacalcium phosphate citrate layers as shown in Figure 25. This work follows on from 
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early indications by techniques such as 43Ca NMR spectroscopy that the spectral signature 

of natural bone did not agree well with the spectra recorded for model apatites.[261] 

Apatitic materials are also found in teeth, and solid-state NMR spectroscopy of natural 

samples of these tissues has revealed much useful and unsuspected information.[257,262] 

As an example, Laurencin et al. used multinuclear solid-state NMR spectroscopy, 

including 23Na{31P} REDOR experiments to confirm a close Na-P proximity and provide 

direct evidence of sodium within apatite in natural samples of bones and teeth.[262] 

 

The biomineralisation of silica occurs in a wide range of organisms from bacteria up 

to humans. One spectacular example are the intricate cell walls formed in diatoms (a type 

of algae), which are made from amorphous hydrated SiO2. The walls are produced from 

the intracellular condensation of Si(OH)4 species, which are stabilised during this process 

by the organic biomolecules. Diatoms have been studied using 29Si NMR spectroscopy, 

both using conventional MAS and CP-based experiments.[263,264] In some cases, diatoms 

have been grown in artificial water containing 29Si (either as 29SiO2 or Na29SiO3), enabling 

enriched biominerals to be produced.[263,264] The condensation of the Si species was 

shown to vary little between different diatom species, with a Q4/Q3 ratio of 70-75%, 

although this ratio differs slightly between the whole cell and the cell wall.[263] Isotopic 

enrichment also enables two-dimensional spectroscopy to be carried out, with 1H-29Si 

correlation experiments confirming the presence of Q3 species.[264] The organic 

components of diatoms can also be studied using solid-state NMR spectroscopy. One of 

the most detailed studies (using 13C and 15N enriched diatoms) showed that the molecules 

associated with the silica matrix were glucose-based carbohydrates and lipids, which 

showed differing mobilities based on the degree of interaction they experienced.[264]  

 

Calcium carbonate is also an important biomineral, which can be found in shells 

and pearls. Although a number of more ordered polymorphs (and pseudopolymorphs) 

exist, amorphous calcium carbonate is also found in nature. In some crustaceans, calcium 

is stored as amorphous calcium carbonate in a gastrolith. The inorganic component of 

lobster and crayfish gastroliths was shown (using 13C and 1H NMR spectroscopy) to 
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contain hydrogen-rich carbonate ions, confirming this material is highly 

hydrated.[265,266] Two-dimensional 31P/13C NMR experiments, revealed that inorganic 

phosphate and phosphoenolpyruvate anions were widely dispersed within the 

amorphous material and played some role in the stabilization of the amorphous calcium 

carbonate in vivo, while measurements of the dipolar coupling determined 31P-13C 

distances of ~8-9 Å.[265,266] 

 

A recent approach to studying biomaterials in situ is whole-body high-resolution 

(HR) MAS. In this approach a small living organism can be placed in a MAS rotor and 

rotated relatively slowly (~2-3 kHz) to minimise injury and death. Conventional MAS 

NMR spectroscopy enables in vivo metabolic profiles to be obtained; an approach that has 

been applied to bacteria, C. elegans worms, or Drosophila melanogaster flies.[267-271] 

However, MAS NMR spectra of whole organisms can be very complex, and although 

some metabolites can be identified and quantified, some signals cannot be assigned owing 

to spectral overlap. While two-dimensional spectroscopy can sometimes improve 

resolution, the issue of where in the organism the relevant metabolites are located 

remains. Recently, work by Sarou-Kanian et al.,[272] has extended in vivo HR MAS studies 

by applying a magnetic field gradient along the MAS axis, enabling both chemical shift 

information and spatial localisation of metabolites to be determined. Using spatially-

resolved 1H spectra they were able to produce a complete mapping of the metabolites in a 

live Drosophila fly, and demonstrated muscle degradation in the thorax by a decrease in β-

alanine signals.  

 

6.6 Glasses and Cements 

In contrast to materials such as metal oxides, ceramics and minerals, that have structures 

containing a significant degree of periodicity, glasses are inherently amorphous, owing to 

the rapid cooling of molten materials during synthesis, typically preventing 

crystallization. This lack of long-range order causes glasses to exhibit an extensive array of 

desirable chemical, physical and mechanical properties (some of which are unique to this 

class of amorphous material), leading to their widespread implementation into a variety of 
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technologies and consumer goods, including in optical devices, fuel cells, lasers, 

semiconductors and nuclear/toxic immobilisation materials. Although many aspects of 

the local structure in glasses are broadly conserved, for example the tetrahedral 

coordination of Si in silica-based glasses, the loss of long-range periodicity does result in 

variation of the exact local geometry, with distribution of bond lengths and bond angles 

observed throughout the glass network.[53,273-275] Clearly the lack of long-range order 

hampers the use of characterisation techniques that exploit the periodicity of solids, and 

has resulted in solid-state NMR spectroscopy establishing itself as an extremely valuable 

tool for the study of glasses.[53,273-275] Despite its fundamental advantage over 

diffraction-based techniques for amorphous solids, using solid-state NMR spectroscopy to 

investigate glass structure is by no means straightforward, as the variation in local 

geometry and the long-range disorder lead to spectra containing broad and overlapping 

resonances that are challenging to interpret. Recent work has demonstrated the value of 

first-principles calculations alongside experimental measurement in this regard, providing 

an ability to relate predicted or proposed geometries to spectral signatures.[276-78] Here, 

we highlight how solid-state NMR spectroscopy, in combination with other approaches, 

has been used to investigate the structure of glasses, a task of significant importance if the 

physical and chemical properties of these solids are to be understood and subsequently 

shaped to meet the technological demands of the future. Readers are referred to the more 

comprehensive reviews in Refs. [53,273-275] for more detail. 

 

 A brief search of the literature reveals that conventional one-dimensional MAS 

NMR spectroscopy has been used to great effect to characterise the local structure in 

glasses. As an example, in an attempt to verify a link between the nucleating ability of a 

glass and the local structure of the network-forming cations, Schneider et al.,[279] 

performed a detailed 29Si MAS NMR study of metasilicate glasses (with compositions 

Na2Ca2Si3O9, Na4CaSi3O9, CaSiO3 and CaMgSi2O6) and isochemical crystals, chosen for the 

variation in their nucleation rates. Decomposition of the lineshapes in the 29Si MAS NMR 

spectra enabled the relative proportions of Qn groups in each glass to be determined, with 

the Q2 environment (i.e., Si(OSi)2(OH)2) the most prominent in all samples. The 
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observation of differences in δiso between glasses and their corresponding crystals (which 

have only Q2 groups), indicated short-range structural variations between the two. 

Schneider et al. also showed that the distribution of the Qn resonances for each system (and 

therefore the tetrahedral connectivity) was shown to correlate with the nucleation 

tendency of the glass, with those most similar to the corresponding crystal having the 

greatest nucleation rates. More recently, 71Ga solid-state NMR spectroscopy has been used 

to investigate the variation in local Ga coordination environments in a series of 

chalcogenide and chalcohalide glasses.[280] The large quadrupolar broadening observed 

for 71Ga (I = 3/2) has hindered its study, particularly under MAS, but in this work the 

authors used wideline NMR spectroscopy (with variable offsets) of a static sample. The 

broad resonances observed were analysed by considering a Czjzek distribution of the EFG, 

and the lineshapes were shown to arise from the presence of a preferred higher-symmetry 

local GaS4 environment (owing to the more covalent nature of the Ga-S bonds). Changes to 

the local Ga environment upon addition of CsCl (believed to interact directly with Ga to 

form anionic complexes) were also monitored. As the CsCl concentration increased a 

transition from a covalent GaS4 environment to a more ionic [GaS4–xClx]– environment was 

observed.  

 

 To obtain a more detailed structural picture of a glass it is often necessary to 

combined different characterisation approaches. In recent work, 77Se (I = 1/2) MAS NMR 

spectroscopy was supported by transition electron microscopy energy-dispersive X-ray 

spectroscopy to probe the structure arsenic selenide glasses.[281] 77Se MAS NMR spectra 

of five glasses, As2Se3, AsSe2, AsSe3, AsSe4.5 and AsSe6, were able to demonstrate the 

presence of different NN and NNN coordination environments, as shown in Figure 26a, 

where the number of position of As around Se have a noticeable effect on δiso. The upfield 

shift was most pronounced for Se species directly sandwiched between two As atoms. The 

Flory model,[281] typically applied for organic polymers, was used to investigate the 

distribution of chain lengths in the glasses, providing a convenient way to calculate the 

probability of a specific 77Se environment occurring. 
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 In many cases, two-dimensional spectroscopy is required to understand the 

broadened and overlapping lineshapes observed in NMR spectra of glasses. MQMAS 

spectra can often resolve signals from different chemical species, and in addition, and as 

described above, the shape of the MQMAS lineshape enables information on the 

distribution of NMR parameters (typically using a Czjzek distribution of the EFG) to be 

obtained. Figure 26b shows 17O MQMAS spectra of iron-bearing sodium silicate 

glasses,[282] with signals from Na–O–Si and Si–O–Si peaks clearly resolved. This study 

demonstrated that when replacing Na2O with Fe2O3 the proportion of Na–O–Si bonds 

decreases, suggesting that the degree of structural polymerisation increases with iron 

content. An alternative approach for obtaining NMR parameters from MQMAS spectra 

was demonstrated for borosilicate and a basaltic-like glasses by Angeli et al.,[283] who 

used an inversion approach. This exploits the fact that the position of the centre of gravity 

of a resonance in an MQMAS spectrum is dependent on both δiso and δQ (and so on CQ and 

ηQ). Therefore, (assuming ηQ = 0.5 for simplicity) inversion converts a (δ1, δ2) spectrum to a 

(δiso and CQ) plot, with the dependency of the efficiency of the experiment on CQ and rf 

field also taken into account. From such plots the distributions in each parameters (and 

any correlation between them) can be read directly. The NMR parameters were also then 

related to structural geometry, and the distributions in the Na-O distance and the Al-O-Si 

bond angles for the glasses considered were determined.  

 

 The inherent structural disorder in glasses leads to complex one- and two-

dimensional lineshapes that can often be overlapped to some extent and are, therefore, 

difficult to assign to particular chemical environments. In recent years, and with the 

advances in computation, significant effort has focused on using a combination of DFT 

and MD calculations to help spectral interpretation for glasses.[89,90,276-278] As 

described in a recent review by Charpentier,[90] different approaches are possible. If 

classical MD is used, the glass is represented by an ensemble of particles, with each initial 

configuration generated using a random distribution of a specified number of atoms in a 

cubic box (consistent with the experimental composition and density). A melt-quench 

approach is used, carrying out the MD simulations at high temperature (i.e., simulating 
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the system as a liquid), before cooling and equilibrating. Although very cost efficient, with 

thousands of atoms able to be considered, the need to derive specific interatomic 

potentials does limit transferability. Alternatively, ab initio MD can be performed, 

although the increased cost of this approach typically limits applications to systems of 

~300 atoms and over times of ~100 ps. Once structures have been generated using either 

approach, DFT calculations (usually adopting the GIPAW algorithm), provide the 

distribution of NMR parameters that can be compared to experiment. As an example, 

Figure 26c shows 17O MAS and MQMAS spectra simulated using the computed 

parameters from MD-generated calcium silicate sodium glasses.[89,90,284] These 

demonstrate that although resonances are overlapped in the conventional spectrum, they 

can be better resolved using MQMAS. However, overlap of the Si-O-(Na,Ca) signals with 

those from Si-O-Ca and Si-O-Na is expected. 

 

 Cement, used in construction to bind other materials together, is an extremely 

complex material, with a chemistry that is not entirely understood, despite its use in some 

form for many millennia. The most common form of cement, Portland cement, was 

patented in 1824, and is produced by blending and heating limestone, clay and calcium 

sulfate dihydrate at 1300-1500 ºC. Given the complexity of cement systems, and their lack 

of any long-range order, solid-state NMR has been used extensively to investigate the 

structure and reactivity (typically hydration) of cement, with 1H, 27Al, 29Si and 43Ca the 

major nuclides exploited. NMR spectroscopy is used to determine the coordination 

number of the Al species present, and their relative proportions, while 29Si NMR provides 

information on amount of Al incorporated. In work in 2004,[285] Andersen showed using 

NMR spectroscopy that the presence of sodium aluminate accelerates the hydration of 

some components of cement, resulting in a calcium silicate hydrate phase with longer 

average chain lengths of SiO4/AlO4 tetrahedra. Detailed NMR studies showed that 

although the Al/Si ratio of the chains increased with increasing sodium aluminate 

concentration, it remained fairly consistent during the hydration process, which was 

studied for 6 hours to 2 years. Many more solid-state NMR spectroscopy studies of the 

variation in local structure in cements have been performed, including one by Edwards et 
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al.,[286] where 29Si MAS NMR was used to determine the relative concentrations of 

tricalcium silicate and dicalcium silicate, which are important in the prediction of the 

setting properties of cement. More recently, work by Chmelka and co-workers[287,288] 

has demonstrated an impressive advance in the information able to be obtained from 

solid-state NMR spectra of anhydrous and hydrous cements. The overlapping components 

within high-field 29Si and 27Al NMR experiments were assigned to different silicate and 

aluminate moieties and two-dimensional correlation experiments for white Portland 

cement revealed the detailed molecular interactions between water and different silicate 

and aluminate-containing moieties during the hydration process.[287] In later work, NMR 

was used to follow the reaction of 29Si-enriched Ca2SiO5 with water, and was able to 

quantitatively monitor the local molecular composition, and the extent of silicate 

hydration and polymerisation, demonstrating surface passivation as the reaction 

slows.[288] 

 

6.7 Polymers 

The properties of solid polymers are determined not only by the chemical nature, 

structure and dynamics of the monomers from which they are composed, but also by the 

size and morphology of the different domains present. Many polymers display significant 

heterogeneity, either in their chemical make-up (e.g., co-polymers or polymer blends) or in 

their crystallinity, with significant proportions of both amorphous and crystalline regions 

typically present. The chemical and structural complexity and heterogeneity of polymers, 

coupled with the importance of dynamics to their structure and function makes solid-state 

NMR spectroscopy a vital tool for their characterization. More detailed reviews on solid-

state NMR of polymers can be found in Refs. [289,290]. 

 

Even though spectral lineshapes for polymers are broadened by disorder, a range of 

structural information can be obtained from simple 13C and 1H NMR spectra (particularly 

at temperatures close to or above Tg, where resolution is significantly improved). It can be 

possible to identify (and often quantify) signals from particular sidechains, to see signals 

that confirm the level and type of branching in simple systems such as polyethene, or of 
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the level of acetylation of monomers.[289-291] The influence of conformation on the NMR 

spectrum has long been studied using solution-state NMR, resulting in the well-known 

“gauche effect”, where the shielding experienced by a C atom with γ neighbours in a trans 

position, is different to that with gauche neighbours. This leads to a large number of lines 

that reflect the different (long-range) conformational arrangements. In the solid state 

resolution is poorer, but differences in short-range conformation (i.e., within a tetrameric 

unit) can be determined, as shown in Figure 27a[292] for the -CH2- groups in atactic 

polypropylene. Information on long-range interactions that determine how the polymer 

chains pack is also available using NMR spectroscopy. An example is given in Figure 27b, 

which shows 1H/1H double-quantum correlation spectra of ureido-pyrimidone 

supramolecular polymers, held together by four hydrogen bonds. The tautomeric form of 

the end groups can change with temperature (from keto to enol), varying the hydrogen 

bonding arrangement, which can be followed by the changes in proximity of the types of 

H species shown in the spectrum.[290,293]  

 

Many polymers are semicrystalline, and NMR spectra can provide information on 

the presence (and relative proportions) of the crystalline and amorphous domains that are 

present.[289,290] The rigid, crystalline material usually gives broader lines in the 

spectrum, but the higher mobility associated with the amorphous regions typically results 

in much narrower lineshapes. In many cases, the proportion of each component present 

can be determined by fitting of the lineshape, but as the structural heterogeneity increases 

this can become more challenging. However, the different dynamics present in the 

different regions also leads to different relaxation times, and it is possible to design 

“filters” (i.e., different series of pulses and intervals) that can select only the mobile or 

rigid parts of the material, ensuring that the resulting spectra contain signal only from 

these domains. An example of this is shown in Figure 27c, where the 19F MAS NMR 

spectrum of a copolymer of vinylidene fluoride and trifluoroethylene is compared with 

spectra that have been filtered to show only amorphous or crystalline parts of the 

sample.[294] The relative sizes of polymer domains can also be probed using a variety of 

NMR techniques. These include “spin counting”, where the number of nuclei in close 
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spatial proximity can be determined by the creation of multiple-quantum coherences (i.e., 

measuring the number of spins that are linked by the dipolar interaction).[289,290] 

Information can also be obtained from spin diffusion experiments, which involve the 

diffusion of nuclear magnetization throughout the sample, without transport of any 

material. This can be measured through the variation in cross peak intensities (within a 

two-dimensional experiment) with increasing time, and related to the strength of the 

dipolar coupling (and, therefore, to distance).  

 

 Polymeric materials exhibit a variety of dynamic behavior on a range of different 

timescales, with rotational, vibrational and translational motion present in many 

systems.[289,290] The type and rate of dynamics present affects the physical properties of 

a polymer, how it is processed and its ultimate end use. Dynamic processes can be studied 

using NMR spectroscopy either by monitoring changes to anisotropic interactions (often 
13C CSA or 2H quadrupolar lineshapes) or using two-dimensional exchange experiments. 

Faster motions, such as rotation of side chain acetyl or phenyl groups, result in averaging 

of the anisotropic interactions, and changes to the spectral lineshapes seen for static 

samples. Variable-temperature conventional experiments can be used for simple systems, 

or those where selective isotopic labeling can be used. Exchange spectroscopy is usually 

used to study slower motions, through the introduction of a “mixing time” (usually ms to 

s) into a two-dimensional experiment. When reorientational motion (either of side chain 

groups or from conformational changes in the polymer chain) is present experiments on 

static samples are typically used (often in combination with selective isotopic enrichment), 

enabling the difference in resonance position before and after a change in orientation to be 

studied. For a powder sample, this produces characteristic two-dimensional patterns that 

provide information on the geometry of the change. An example is shown in Figure 27d, a 
2H exchange NMR spectrum of polyvinylidene, where the pattern observed confirms 

jumps which interchange C-2H bonds with orientations that differ by 113°, during chain 

rotation in the crystalline regions of the polymer.[295] For diffusional motion, e.g., chain 

diffusion between crystalline and amorphous regions of the polymer, exchange 

experiments are carried out under MAS, enabling resolution of distinct signals, and cross 
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peaks in the spectrum then denote mass transport (as opposed to the spin diffusion 

experiments described above where only magnetization is transferred). 13C MAS NMR 

spectroscopy has been used to directly prove chain diffusion from the crystalline to the 

amorphous regions in polyethene, by 180° jumps in the backbone. [296,297] Arrhenius 

plots of jump rates against 1/T give the activation energy (shown to be ~105 kJ mol–1 for 

polyethene at 360 K).  

 

7. Conclusions and Perspectives 

 

The unique sensitivity of NMR to the local structural environment ensures it is a valuable 

and versatile tool for the study of disordered materials, despite the challenges involved in 

the acquisition of high-resolution spectra with good sensitivity. The ability to gain insight 

into the local atomic environment, including information on the number and type of 

coordinating atom(s), to measure internuclear distances and bonding interactions between 

atoms, and to investigate dynamics over a range of different timescales, makes NMR 

extremely complementary to techniques that provide information on long-range and/or 

average structure, or those that inform on macroscopic structure. It is clear that in order to 

understand in detail how and why materials behave as they do, and therefore to improve 

their design and development, solid-state structure must be considered on a variety of 

length scales simultaneously, and NMR spectroscopy provides a vital component of this 

approach.  

 

 Despite the benefits NMR spectroscopy provides for the study of solids, significant 

challenges remain and, as solid-state NMR has continued to develop over the last few 

decades, the long-standing aims of improving resolution and sensitivity have been joined 

by the need to extract detailed structural information from the complex spectral 

lineshapes. To date, this latter challenge has largely been approached using computation, 

with calculations providing a bridge between the long-range or average structural pictures 

provided by diffraction and the atomic-scale information provided by NMR. However, 

increasing reliance on computation brings its own challenges for the study of disordered 
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materials, where numerous arrangements of atoms need to be considered to predict NMR 

spectra or to interpret complex and overlapped spectral lineshapes. This requires future 

development of high-throughput, efficient and accurate calculations, and advances in the 

theory required to include interactions such as paramagnetic shifts or spin-orbit relativity, 

which are not routinely included in periodic approaches.[9-11] 

 

 The improvement of NMR sensitivity continues to be a vital aim, with research 

efforts focussed not only on improving the efficiency of specific pulses used within 

individual experiments, but also on improvements in the overall sensitivity of NMR 

spectroscopy. In the latter case, increasing the external magnetic field results in sensitivity 

gains proportional to ~B0
3/2,[1-3] although the advantage can be significantly more for 

quadrupolar nuclei owing to the decrease in the second-order quadrupolar broadening 

and, consequently, in the linewidth.[1-3,6] However, the approach generating the most 

interest at present is DNP where, as described above, magnetisation is transferred from 

unpaired electrons to nearby 1H nuclei. Although enhancements close to the optimum 

value of 660 are yet to be realised, those of two orders that can be achieved in many 

cases[44,171] do provide a step change in sensitivity, enabling experiments that were 

simply not possible before to now be performed. Whilst extremely promising, and 

probably the most exciting development in magnetic resonance in the last 20 years, DNP is 

not yet the perfect remedy to all sensitivity issues. The costs of both the hardware 

required, and those of day-to-day running have restricted the availability of equipment, 

and access is certainly not routine for the average chemist or materials scientist. Significant 

progress is also required to understand the polarisation transfer mechanism(s) that 

operate under various experimental conditions, before the development of more 

sophisticated experiments can advance, while the surface sensitivity of DNP (and the need 

for significant spin diffusion typically between 1H) ensures that additional development is 

required before the technique is more widely and routinely applicable to all types of 

materials.  
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 The sensitivity of NMR to the local structure should, in principle, make it ideal for 

the study of chemical reactivity. Although experiments have been carried out in situ and in 

operando, and at elevated temperatures or pressures,[152,168,298] the technical challenge of 

combining these with rapid MAS has restricted much of this work to the realm of 

specialists. Significant technological and mechanical development is required to ease the 

implementation of these approaches and widen their applicability. However, the possible 

benefits of development in this area are enormous, with NMR poised to provide 

information on host-guest interactions, molecular dynamics and reaction mechanism in a 

wide variety of systems. 

 

 Although NMR will clearly benefit from both technological and methodological 

developments in the future, at present it remains an important characterisation tool in the 

arsenal of the solid-state chemist, enabling a full and detailed structural picture on all 

relevant lengthscales to be obtained. For disordered solids, in particular, NMR offers 

structural insight that is not available from other approaches, and will play a vital role in 

the future design and development of new materials, and in understanding the structure-

property relationships that underpin their successful applications.  
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Figure captions 

 

Figure 1. (a) Ordered crystalline AB material, (b) A(B0.5C0.5), with random distribution of B 

and C atoms in the crystal lattice, (c) A0.75B, with a random distribution of A-site vacancies 

and (d) amorphous AB. 

 

Figure 2. (a) The application of an external magnetic field, B0, aligns the nuclear spins and 

lifts the degeneracy of the spin I = 1/2 nuclear spin energy levels through the Zeeman 

interaction. (b) Vector model representation of the bulk magnetisation vector, M, aligned 

along the z-axis of the rotating frame. The application of a pulse along the x-axis causes 

nutation of M in the yz-plane, through a flip angle β. M then undergoes free precession in 

the xy-plane at a frequency Ω. (c) Fourier transformation (FT) of the resulting time-domain 

signal, S(t), yields the frequency-domain spectrum, S(ω). 

 

Figure 3. (a) Schematic powder pattern lineshapes for a spin I = 1/2 nucleus subject to a 

CSA with ηCS = 0 and 1. (b) Pake doublet lineshape resulting from a dipolar interaction 

between I = S = 1/2 nuclei. (c) Gaussian-like lineshape resulting from the combination of 

multiple dipolar couplings of different magnitudes. (d,e) Multiplet patterns formed by 

scalar (J) coupling to (d) I = 1/2 and (e) I = 1 nuclei. 

 

Figure 4. (a) Perturbation of the Zeeman energy levels of a spin I = 3/2 nucleus by the 

quadrupolar interaction, leading to a central (CT) and satellite (ST) transitions. (b) 

Resulting spectra showing the effect of the first-order quadrupolar interaction on the ST 

for ηQ = 0 and (c) expansions showing the anisotropic broadening of the CT by the second-

order quadrupolar interaction for ηQ = 0 and 1. (d) Perturbation of the Zeeman energy 

levels of a spin I = 1 nucleus by the quadrupolar interaction, showing the lack of a CT. 

Resulting spectra showing the effect of the first-order quadrupolar interaction for ηQ = 0 

and 1. 
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Figure 5. (a) Schematic depiction of the MAS experiment, in which a polycrystalline 

sample is rotated about an axis inclined at the magic angle, θm, of 54.736° to B0. (b) Effect of 

MAS on the 9.4 T 31P (I = 1/2) NMR spectrum of (NH4)2HPO4, showing how the 

anisotropic lineshape is broken up into a series of spinning sidebands which decrease in 

intensity as the MAS rate increases. (c) 23Na (14.1 T) two-dimensional MQMAS spectrum 

of Na4P2O7, showing a high-resolution spectrum and the four individual quadrupolar 

lineshapes.  

 

Figure 6. (a) 89Y MAS NMR spectra of Y2Sn2O7, Y2SnTiO7 and Y2Zr2O7, showing the effects 

of disorder. Y2Sn2O7 adopts an ordered pyrochlore structure, Y2SnTiO7 pyrochlore contains 

B-site cation disorder, while Y2Zr2O7 exhibits both cation and anion disorder. (b) 27Al (14.1 

T) MAS and MQMAS NMR spectra of γ-Al2O3, with the resonances attributed to Al(IV) 

and Al(VI) species exhibiting lineshapes characteristic of a distribution of both chemical 

shifts and quadrupolar parameters. 

 

Figure 7. (a) 29Si/29Si double-quantum (INADEQUATE) correlation spectrum of a 

surfactant-templated layered silicate, where the shape of the cross peaks indicates 

correlated disorder. Adapted with permission from Ref. [57]. Copyright (2008) American 

Chemical Society. (b) 89Y MAS NMR spectrum of Y2Zr2O7, and values of Ω (span), 

extracted from amplified PASS spectra, at various points across the lineshapes. (c) 29Si J-

resolved spectrum of (29Si-enriched) SiO2, showing how the J coupling varies across the 

lineshapes. Reproduced from Ref. [58]. Copyright © 2010 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights 

reserved.  

 

Figure 8. Schematic showing the sensitivity of NMR to dynamics over a range of 

timescales. The types of experiments able to measure motion on particular timescales, and 

the NMR parameters that are affected are shown.  

 

Figure 9. (a) Model cluster of an aluminophosphate framework, centred on P with the 

AlO4 tetrahedra terminated by H. (b) Schematic of a two-dimensional structure recreated 
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from a unit cell containing one dopant ion, giving a formula of A0.75B0.25. (c) Schematic 

supercell (2  × 2) that also includes one dopant ion, given a formula A0.9375B0.0625. 

 

Figure 10. (a) Schematic of the AIRSS procedure for the hydration of wadsleyite (β-

Mg2SiO4), showing the removal of a Mg2+ cation and the random insertion of two H+ 

before DFT optimisation (only an expansion of a small part of the structure is shown). (b) 

Enthalpy ranking of ~800 AIRSS-generated structures and examples of the structural 

motifs observed. (c) Plot showing the variation in the calculated 1H chemical shift, δiso, and 

the 2H CQ with changes in the hydrogen bonding arrangement around the H. The low 

enthalpy structures are shown by filled circles. Reproduced (in part) from Ref. [93] with 

permission of the PCCP Owner Societies. 

 

Figure 11. (a) 89Y and 119Sn MAS NMR spectra of Y2Ti2–xSnxO7 pyrochlores, and the local 

environments of the A (Y, green) and B (Sn/Ti, blue) cations within the pyrochlore 

structure (O atoms shown in red). (b) Plots showing calculated 89Y and 119Sn isotropic 

chemical shifts as a function of the number of Sn NNN for different arrangements of the 

six surrounding B site cations. Adapted with permission from Ref. [82]. Copyright (2009) 

American Chemical Society. Reproduced (in part) from Ref. [84] with permission of the 

PCCP Owner Societies. 

 

Figure 12. 23Na 9.4 T (a) MAS and (b) MQMAS NMR spectra of two samples of NaNbO3, 

prepared using different synthetic methods. (c) Crystal structures reported for the Pbcm 

and P21ma polymorphs of NaNbO3. Green spheres represent the sodium atoms, and the 

NbO6 octahedra are shown in blue. Adapted with permission from Ref. [48]. Copyright 

(2010) American Chemical Society. 

 

Figure 13. (a) Variable-temperature 17O (11.7 T) MAS NMR spectra and two-dimensional 

(EXSY) spectrum (57 °C) of 17O-enriched ZrW2O8. (b) Schematic diagrams showing two 

possible mechanisms of oxygen exchange. Adapted from Ref. [112] with permission from 

with permission from John Wiley and Sons. 
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Figure 14. (a) Results from Monte Carlo simulations of configurations of atoms in 

neighbouring tetrahedral and octahedral sheets of phlogopite (100 K), showing the 

correlated clustering of Al atoms, and 1H/29Si two-dimensional (HETCOR) correlation 

spectrum of phlogopite (with 29Si cross sections). Adapted from Ref. [128] with permission 

from the Mineralogical Society of America. (b) 27Al MAS NMR spectra of kaolinite 

materials calcined at the temperatures indicated. Adapted with permission from Ref. [133]. 

Copyright (1999) American Chemical Society. 

 

Figure 15. (a) Result of a molecular dynamics simulation of a 30 keV recoil event in 

zircon.[137] (b) 29Si MAS NMR spectra of an undamaged zircon (lower) and a moderately 

radiation damaged zircon (upper). Adapted from Ref. [136], with the permission of AIP 

Publishing. (c) 17O (11.7 T) natural-abundance (RAPT-CPMG) MAS NMR spectra of a 

partially metamict zircon, highlighting the bridging (BO) and non-bridging (NBO) oxygen 

species. Reprinted from Ref. [140] with permission from Elsevier. 

 

Figure 16. (a) Expansion of the structure around the OH sites in clinohumite and 

fluorinated clinohumite. (b,c) 17O experimental and calculated (b) MQMAS and (c) STMAS 

NMR spectra of clinohumite. In (b), simulated spectra result both from the summation of 
17O isotropic spectra calculated for each oxygen within the unit cell for different proton 

arrangements, and from the mean value of the calculated isotropic shifts. In (c), spectra 

were simulated using the rate constants for H1-H2 exchange given. (d) Variable-

temperature rotor-synchronised 2H MAS NMR spectra of deuterated clinohumite and 

Arrhenius plot of the natural logarithm of the linewidth against 1/T. (e) 19F MAS NMR 

spectrum of fluorinated clinohumite, and calculated 19F chemical shifts. (a,e) Adapted with 

permission from Ref. [86]. Copyright (2010) American Chemical Society. (b,c) Adapted 

with permission from Ref. [146]. Copyright (2009) American Chemical Society. (d) 

Reproduced from Ref. [147] with permission from the PCCP Owner Societies. 
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Figure 17. (a) Experimental (left) and simulated (right) wideline 2H NMR spectra of C2D4 

adsorbed on Ag/H-ZSM-5. Simulated spectra were produced based on a model of 

ethylene rotation about C2 and C2’ axes by four-site exchange. (b) Arrhenius plots for the 

rate constants k1 (circles) and k2 (squares) for C2D4 adsorbed on Ag/H-ZSM-5. (c) Types of 

intramolecular rotations of ethylene when forming a π-complex with Ag+ in Ag/H-ZSM-5. 

Adapted with permission from Ref. [167]. Copyright (2016) American Chemical Society. 

 

 

Figure 18. (a) Unit cell of dehydrated STA-2(BDAB) showing the six possible OH– 

locations considered. (b) Experimental (right) 27Al/31P two-dimensional correlation 

spectrum (INEPT, 20.0 T) and calculated (left) cross-peak positions for STA-2(BDAB) for 

models with different OH– positions. Best agreement is obtained for models where OH– 

groups occupy different cancrinite cages and sit on Al species that do not share a D4R 

(blue/green points). Ref. [174] - Published by The Royal Society of Chemistry. (c) 13C CP 

MAS spectra of SIZ-4 prepared with bmim and emim as the SDA. When bmim is used an 

ordered AlPO is formed with dmim incorporated into the pores after a transalkylation 

reaction, while the use of emim leads to both dmim and emim in the pores in a more 

disordered material.[182] (d) 31P MAS NMR spectra of calcined AlPO-34 left under 

ambient conditions for 0-14 days.[187,188]  

 

Figure 19. (a) 29Si CP MAS NMR spectra of a CHA-type SAPOs with varying Si/Al ratio. 

Adapted with permission from Ref. [192]. Copyright (2007) American Chemical Society. 

(b) 31P MAT spectrum of MgAPO-20, with lineshapes extracted at varying positions in δ1. 

Adapted with permission from Ref. [194]. Copyright (1998) American Chemical Society. 

 

Figure 20. (a) Experimental 13C-15N REDOR measurements and MD simulations for 

different proportions of different types of linkers in MOF-5. Possible arrangements include 

large clusters (LC), small clusters (SC), random (Ran), and alternating (Alt) linkers. From 

Ref. [199]. Reprinted with permission from AAAS. (b) 15N CP MAS spectra of Al-MIL-101-

NH2 (top) and Al-MIL-101-URPh (bottom) after post-synthetic modification. (c) 1H 
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projections of 1H-27Al correlation (D-HMQC) spectra of Al-MIL-101-NH2 (top) and Al-MIL-

101-URPh (bottom), showing that there is less water spatially near the Al centres in the 

modified MOF. Reproduced from Ref. [207] with permission.  

 

Figure 21. (a) Experimental (right) and simulated (left) 2H wideline NMR spectra of fully 

deuterated Sc2(bdc)3. Spectra are simulated assuming a 180° flip of a deuterated benzene 

ring. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [208]. Copyright (2011) American Chemical 

Society. (b) 13C (7.05 T) wideline NMR spectra of 13C-enriched CO2 adsorbed in Mg-CPO-27 

as a function of temperature. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [215]. Copyright (2012) 

American Chemical Society. (c) 17O (9.4 T) wideline NMR spectra of 17O-enriched CO2 

adsorbed in Mg-CPO-27 as a function of temperature. Also shown are simulated spectra, 

calculated to take account of a local “wobbling” about the molecular axis, in addition to 

the six-site exchange between equivalent binding sites. Reprinted with permission from 

Ref. [216]. Copyright (2014) American Chemical Society. 

 

Figure 22. (a) 13C CP MAS NMR spectra of two forms of finasteride, with one and two 

distinct molecules in the asymmetric unit, respectively. Reprinted from Ref. [227], with 

permission from Elsevier. (b) 15N/15N double-quantum (INADEQUATE) correlation 

spectra of two deoxyguanosine derivatives. Adapted with permission from Ref. [233]. 

Copyright (2005) American Chemical Society. (c) 13C CP MAS NMR spectrum of a 

simulated drug formulation containing 5% bambuterol hydrochloride (BHC). Adapted 

from Ref. [221] with permission from John Wiley and Sons. 

 

Figure 23. (a) The conversion of the 10-hydroxy-10,9-boroxophenanthrene dimer into the 

corresponding anhydride. (b) 13C CP MAS NMR spectrum of the resulting anhydride. (c) 
11B (9.4 T) MQMAS spectrum of the boroxophenanthrene solid heated at 50 °C for 24 h, 

showing the presence of signals from the boroxophenanthrene (red line) and the 

anhydride (green line). (d) Computational mapping of the transformation of the 

boroxophenanthrene into the anhydride (via proton transfer) within the crystal lattice. 

Reprinted from Ref. [87], with permission from Elsevier. 
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Figure 24. (a) Variable-temperature T1ρ measurements of octafluoronaphthalene, together 

with the fit used to extract the kinetic parameters. (b) Time evolution of the φ polar angle 

for an octafluoronaphthalene molecule during a 290 K MD simulation, showing jumps 

between four distinct orientations. (c) Potential energy surface, calculated from the MD 

simulations, for octafluoronaphthalene as a function of molecular orientation, defined in 

terms of the polar angles, φ and θ. (d) An example of an octafluoronaphthalene molecule 

reorienting within its local crystal structure (by ~40°). Adapted with permission from Ref. 

[251]. Copyright (2010) American Chemical Society. 

 

Figure 25. Proposed model for bone mineral consisting of unit cells of OCP-citrate split 

along (200) and sandwiching unit cells of HA, resulting in a parallel arrangement of 

mineral platelets alternating with hydrated layers. Blue lines indicate the surfaces of the 

mineral platelets (defined so that all calcium ions are contained within), which are bridged 

by citrate anions. Reproduced from Ref. [260] with permission. 

 

Figure 26. (a) Six distinct Se environments found in AsSe glasses and their respective 

contributions to the 77Se MAS NMR spectrum. Se atoms are shown in yellow and As in 

black. Distinct Se atoms are shown in blue, red and purple. Adapted with permission from 

Ref. [281]. Copyright (2015) American Chemical Society. (b) 17O (9.4 T) MQMAS NMR 

spectra of sodium silicate glasses with varying iron content. Reprinted from Ref. [282] 

Copyright (2016), with permission from Elsevier. (c) Simulated 17O (14.1 T) MAS and 

MQMAS NMR spectra for calcium silicate sodium glass structures generated using MD. 

Adapted with permission from Ref. [284]. Copyright (2012) American Chemical Society. 

 

Figure 27. (a) 13C CP MAS NMR spectrum of amorphous (atactic) polypropylene at 252 K. 

The abbreviation describes the conformation around the carbon centre, with t and g 

denoting trans and gauche, respectively. Ref. [292] Copyright (2003) Wiley-VCH Verlag 

GmbH & Co. KGaA. Reproduced with permission. (b) Tautomeric structures with 

different hydrogen bonding arrangements for ureido-pyrimidone supramolecular 
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polymers, along with 1H double-quantum correlation spectra that confirm the proximity of 

the different H species. Reproduced from Ref. [293] with permission from the PCCP 

Owner Societies. (c) 19F MAS NMR spectrum of a copolymer of vinylidene fluoride and 

trifluoroethylene, along with 'filtered' spectra, in which only the amorphous or crystalline 

parts of the sample are observed. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [294] Copyright 

(2003) Elsevier Ltd. (d) 2H two-dimensional exchange spectrum showing chain motion in 

the crystalline phase of poly(vinylidenefluoride) at T = 370 K, with a mixing time of 200 

ms. Adapted with permission from Ref. [295]. Copyright (1991) American Chemical 

Society. 
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